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We fix it.
manage it.
collect it.
attack it.
t.
recapture
resolve it.
reconcile it.
automate it.

When a critical situation needs to be resolved
quickly and profitably, call in Creditek. Our
"S.W.A.T." Project Teams can tackle any emergency, from collecting overdue receivables to
resolving disputes and recovering deductions.
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No learning curve here. Our highly skilled
experts know your industry, so they're ready
to hit the ground running. We'll take full
responsibility for getting the job done — and
delivering optimal results.

staff it.

Seasonal backlogs. Account reconciliations.

Promotion dilution. Transitional situations.
just tell us what you want, and we'll attack
swiftly, using best practices, state -of- the -art
technology and Web - enabled systems.

You profit from it.

Since 1982 we've generated hundreds of
millions of dollars in profits for over l000
Fortune class and smaller companies. To
learn about all the ways you can profit, call
us today at 1 800 216 -4000, ext. 358•
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Moving more profit to your bottom line.
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C a r t e si s Ma gn it u d e TM' goes beyond any other financial analytics package,
providing you with the answers you need to make informed financial decisions
at any moment. It integrates strategic, financial and operational information in a
way tha t gives you the whole picture. And because it's web- based, that
picture can be shared easily across
your organization. You'll have access

S TR A T E G IC F IN A N C IA L M A N A G E M E N T

to one system and one database for total consistency
and- reliability.
Best of- all,
- -_
you'll possess the strategic tools required to add value at every level of your
company. Now that's pretty satisfying all around. For more information, please
contact us at: ussales@cartesis.com or 877 964 0202 (toll free).You can also visit
our web site at www.cartesis.com

CARTESIS� '
delivering excellence in business analytic
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Studying I MA's
Governance Iby Frank Minter, CPA

TE C H N O L O G Y E D IT O R

Michael Castelluccio
mcastelluccio @imanetor¢
F IN A N C E E D ITO R

Following the Board of Directors meeting in Las Vegas this Febru-

Alan Levinsohn
alevinsohn @imanet.ora

ary, I announced the creation of an Ad Hoc Committee that will

C O P Y E D ITO R

study IMNs governance and make recommendations for any nec-

Christopher Dowsett
cdowsett@imanet.ora

essary changes. There are three primary reasons for this action:

structure.
2) The Washington Group report
that we received recently also recommends changes.
3) In my travels around the country this year, I have heard
from a number of our volunteer leaders that we again
need to consider some
changes.
I have asked Brian
McGuire to chair this
group. He has selected individuals to work with him
that represent every interest
"`"n n
group within IMA, including chapters and councils, CMA /CFM, Member Interest Groups, students, associate members, new members, and diversity. The letter announcing the
group has been sent to the vice presidents with a request that they forward it to their chapters and councils. Brian has established a listsery
(GOVERNCOMM @LISTS- IMANET.
ORG) to facilitate receiving input
from all portions of our member6
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Mary Zisk

ship. I would like to emphasize that
we want to hear from any of our
members who have changes to
suggest.
I have told the Committee that
they are free to examine every aspect
of our governance with the only criterion being the improvement of
IMA. For example, our current
Board does not have representation
from such constituencies as
students, MIGs, certified
members, etc. Is our Board
larger than it should be to
be a working Board? What
is the role of the volunteer
committees in a staff - driven
organization? These are just
a few of the issues.
m l NTER
I believe there is not
enough time for the Committee to
report at the June Board meeting, but
they will probably provide some preliminary feedback at that time. Any
recommended changes will be presented to the Board for approval at
its February 2002 meeting with implementation on July 1, 2002.
Let us hear from you. ■
Frank Minter can be contacted by
e -mail at fcminter @imanet.org.

mzisk @imanet.ora
P R O D U C TIO N M A N A G E R

Lisa Nasuta
lnas uta @im anet.=
C IR C U L A TI O N

Alice Schulman
aschulman@imaneLora

1) When we implemented our
strategic plan some five years ago, we
knew then that further changes
would need to be made after we had
some experience with the new

A R T D IR E C TO R
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Careers

By Max Messmer, Editor

Evaluating a Start -up Opportunity
Despite the number of dot -com disappointments in the past year, innovative and
adaptive start -up companies continue to attract a variety of experienced professionals. Though typically technology- based, these developing firms offer opportunities for
more than just IT specialists. Particularly in demand is senior -level financial talent,
which is pivotal in helping new organizations establish sound fiscal infrastructures.
Approached carefully and for the right reasons, these
fledgling firms can still provide invigorating career challenges for accounting and finance executives. If you're
weighing an offer from a start -up, what sort of yardstick
should you use to size it up fairly, given the realities of today's economy? And what are the qualities you'll need to
bring along? Let's take a look at both.

Look for businesses with real potential
No matter what we'd like to believe, the truth is that successful companies are rarely created easily. Organizations
that endure year after year are built gradually, with hard
work and a realistic vision. That's why it's imperative to
thoroughly research an opportunity with an emerging
firm and to diligently scrutinize its long -term potential
before
a career
leap. questions to ask A J
Heremaking
are some
fundamental
about a start -up:
•
• What are its major goals?
• Does it have a viable product
or service that serves a market
likely to grow?
• Is a business plan based on
sound ideas in place?
• Are earnings projections realistic?
• Does it have sufficient funding to achieve its
goals? What are the primary sources of funding?
8
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• What are the backgrounds and skill sets of senior
managers? Do they have the knowledge and experience
to get the firm off the ground and sustain momentum?
• If it's eventually planning to go public, what are the
chances of obtaining adequate financial backing? Are
there well- thought -out formulas to attract the interest
of analysts and potential investors?
If you can't honestly say the firm you're considering
passes all of these tests, then you may want to tread lightly.

Take advantage of your network
where should your research begin? Start by reviewing articles in business publications and on industry websites
that describe the prospective firm's major strengths and
challenges. In many cases, of
course, start -ups lack the
business history to have generated a significant amount of press coverage or other published commentary.
For the untold story, tap your network of professional contacts to get information on a
company's track record, primary obstacles, and overall potential.
Don't be afraid to press your contacts at the firm for
additional details. Beware of an organization that's long
on promises but short on a viable plan. Faith in the organization's product or service alone isn't enough.
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he difference between a budgeting application and Cognos Finance... well, it's like comparing oranges and

apples. Of course you need a powerful, flexible budgeting application. But Cognos Finance offers so much
more —by integrating consolidation, budgeting, forecasting, and reporting in one easy -to -use, Web - deployable
solution. Your budgets and forecasts are completed efficiently and on time, and they provide you with the
critical data to compare your operational and financial plans. With superior financial and management reports
at your fingertips, you have the power to make decisions that will truly impact your business.
There's no comparison. Learn more about the single solution at www.cognos.conAudget
Circle No. 3

Consider the full
compensation package
After assessing a firm's prospects for
success, you'll need to evaluate the
specifics of the job offer. If you've
been out of the employment market
for an extended period or if the
company you're considering is in an
unfamiliar industry, talk to colleagues and check salary surveys to
gauge what other senior finance professionals in similar positions are
paid. Be sure to place any stock options you're offered under the same
microscope you're using to assess the
firm's total potential. While options
no longer carry the must -have appeal they once did, they still can be a
valuable component of a company's
compensation package if placed in
proper perspective.
While you should expect to be
compensated fairly for your experi-
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Assess your skills and
temperament
Evaluating a start -up opportunity
wouldn't be complete without a
frank appraisal of your own skills
and attributes. How do they mesh
with the demands and rewards of
the new position? For example, experience working with IT teams to
install state -of -the -art accounting
software could be very helpful to a
firm attempting to set up new financial systems. Depending on the nature of the start -up, a background in
creating e- commerce strategies is also desirable.
If the firm decides to go public,
any previous experience you may
have with the IPO process would be
especially valuable. This could entail
anything from reviewing plans with
top management and assembling financial teams to working closely
with legal staff. As part of a new
company's senior leadership staff,
you undoubtedly will be expected to
play a critical role in road shows to
attract potential investors.
Aside from technical knowledge,
probably the most important advantages you can bring to a developing
organization are your management
and interpersonal skills. Diplomacy,
persuasiveness, and skills of negotiation are crucial in assembling and
working effectively with a new team
whose confidence you'll need. Are you

Circle No. 18
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ence and abilities, it's equally important to focus on the intangible benefits of the job. For many senior -level
executives, the internal reward derived from helping build an organization from the ground up is extremely attractive. For those seeking
a change, the stimulation of charting unfamiliar territory is a way to
add a new dimension to their professional lives.

2001

open to new ideas? Can you make
sound decisions on short notice?
These will be important in a smaller
company where the ability to surpass
competitors depends on the organization's capacity to "think on its feet.'
How flexible are you? You can expect that your work/life balance may
have to be tempered —at least temporarily —since helping to create an
entirely new business from scratch
demands long hours and the ultimate in personal commitment.
These can all be worthwhile, of
course, at the right time and in the
right situation. What's important is
to recognize going in that there will
be trade -offs.
While the number of high -tech
failures in the last year has diminished some of the allure of start -up
firms, many good opportunities still
exist. The key is to weigh the potential risks against the perceived opportunities. The chance to help build
an entirely new organization that
knows no traditional rules remains a
powerful magnet for those with an
entrepreneurial spirit and a passion
for fresh challenges. ■
Max Messmer is chairman and
CEO of Robert Half International
Inc. (RHI), parent company of
Robert Half', Accountemps®, and
RHI Management Resources ®. RHI
is the world's first and largest specialized staffing firm placing accounting and finance professionals
on a full -time, temporary, and project basis. Messmer's most recent
books are Managing Your Career
For Dummies® (Hungry Minds,
Inc.), Job Hunting For Dummies®,
2nd Edition (Hungry Minds, Inc.),
Human Resources Kit For Dummies® (Hungry Minds, Inc.), and
The Fast Forward MBA in Hiring
(John Wiley & Sons, Inc.).

Here are five of the lowest Term Life
Rates available .. .
which one is right for you?
$153
$144 $143

I,_•

$88

As a member of the
IMA, you have
access to quality
Term Life Insurance
at rates significantly
lower than some of
the most
competitive plans
available. Contact
us and see for
yourself.

IMA
AICPA
John Hancock
Western - Southern Life Assurance Co
First Penn - Pacific Life Insurance Co.

* All rates are annual and are based on $100,000 of coverage for a non - smoker, age 40 44. The source of the rates for John Hancock, Western - Southem Life Assurance
Company and First Penn - Pacific Life Insurance Company is www.quotesmith.com, January 2001. The source of the AICPA rate is www.aicpa.ore, January 2001.
This program is administered by Seabury & Smith, an MMC Company. Some plans may not be available in all states. The Disability Income Protection. High -Limit
Accident, and Catastrophe Major Medical insurance plans are underwritten by The United States Life Insurance Company in the City of New York. 3600 Route 66, PO Box
1580, Neptune, NJ 07754 -1580. The Medicare Supplement plan is underwritten by Life Investors Insurance Company of America, Monumental Life Insurance Company in
CT, NJ, ME, and HI, and AUSA Life Insurance Company in NY. The Cancer Expense plan is underwritten by Monumental Life Insurance Company, Baltimore, MD 21201.
The Member Assistance insurance plan is underwritten by Unum Life Insurance Company of America, 2211 Congress Street, Portland. ME 04122. The Group Term Life
Insurance Plan is underwritten by Connecticut General Life Insurance Company, a CIGNA Company, Hartford, CT 06152.
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Bob Gunn, Editor

The Incredible Lightness of Being Focused
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AFTER PRACTICALLY EVERY CHAMPIONSHIP
game, members of the winning team often attribute their
success to "staying focused' They talk about "getting priorities straight," "eliminating distractions;' and "putting
extraneous things out of mind.'
At moments like these it's obvious that any accomplishment simply requires defining the essence of the task
and doing it the best you can. The task itself
teaches you the best way to pe
Does it seem possible that }
could go about your work foll
ing this simple principle? Let's
take a moment and see how it
might be done.
What first comes to mind
is the need to turn your
back on all those distractions that creep into your
days. It's a question of being
focused —not in the sense of
concentrating intensely, but in
the sense of keeping your attei
tion on the most important th
Sometimes this is as easy as
acting on the thought, "I'd bet
my email" or "I wonder if my boss has left me a
voice mail:' How much of what we feverishly respond to
seems to take care of itself with a bit of benign neglect?
It's amazing how many questions, issues, and requests
take care of themselves if left alone overnight.
Perhaps, you say, it was easier to concentrate on what's
truly essential before the advent of 24/7 communication.
But I ask you: Is that capacity there to serve us, or are we
meant to serve it?
ST RATEGIC FIN AN C E
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Our time, and that of others, is lost when we hold unnecessary meetings, wait for others who habitually come
to conference calls late, or forget to prepare. These wasteful habits can be much easier to fix than most of us assume. By asking yourself the simple question, "Am I
working effectively right now ?" you will begin to see
more and more opportunities to work effortlessly. As you
change, people around you will also change.
your work group will begin to
ore fun and get more satisfacfrom their accomplishments.
rid from these feelings, people
can affect the behavior of others —even of the most hardbitten managers.
In the face of the essential, the trivial has little relevance. By focusing on the
vital, you stop paying attention to the inconsequential.
Then there is understanding
essence of your job. It's like
tory of the dishwasher who
-d by an efficiency expert what
he d
nan replied, "Well, when I
first took this job I thought it was to clean all the
dishes that were passed from the dining room. But you
know, one day I realized that my job wasn't actually about
washing dishes. It was about making sure that the kitchen
was able to serve the right food on the right plate at the
right time.'
At that moment of insight he went from being just a
dishwasher, the least respected job in the kitchen, to being
a Dishwasher, someone essential to the success of the en-
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The freedom to do more.
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tire food - service operation. Who
would you rather have working for
you: someone who saw only the activity associated with his or her job
or someone like the dishwasher who
could understand the vital aspects of
the assignment and describe them
clearly?
But have you ever taken time to
reflect on the essential nature of
your own work? At first, it can be
hard to put this essence into words.
People commonly cite the activities
that seem intrinsic to the required
duties. They only examine the surface of things rather than seeing the
essentials.
Just today during a conference
call, someone commented on how
smoothly our work for a particular
client was going even though there
was a lot happening. Someone else
immediately said, "It's going more
smoothly because you're now seeing

the link between what the client is
doing and the results they're getting. Until a few weeks ago, you
weren't seeing this link. But once
you saw this unequivocal connection, you began having revelation
after revelation about how to work
more effectively with them. This is
not only giving you more satisfaction but is also showing you what
you can do differently to be even
more effective."
Perhaps the hardest thing about
becoming focused is allowing the job
to teach you what is required to do it
well. It takes a lot of humility to be
able to say, "I really don't know." After all, most of us assume that we've
been hired for our "job" because
someone thinks we already have the
knowledge and experience to fulfill
its requirements.
There is a scene in the movie, The
Karate Kid, where the teacher, Mr.

Miyagi, teaches the Kid how to polish a car. When the boy halfheartedly
repeats the action, Miyagi chastises
him and forces him to repeat it
properly. The lesson is that even a
seemingly mundane task, taking almost no mental energy, still requires
technique —the term Plato used to
describe what is essential about
every task, no matter how mundane.
But the deeper point is that mastering even the smallest part of the
job is possible only if we are willing
to look in the direction of "not
knowing" instead of assuming we already know it all.
Children are naturally curious and
exploratory. Have you ever heard a
child make a profound observation
that touches on the very core of
what you are doing at that moment?
Well, adopting that perspective is really all it takes —and that should be
reassuring since all of us were once
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children and looked at the world
from that perspective!
One last point: As we take this
journey, it occurs to us that something like the 80/20 rule applies to
our work, just as it does to almost
everything else in business life. To
understand what I mean, take a look
backwards at your own career.
Didn't your most significant accomplishments result from a few decisions or actions?
It's as if life is playing a cosmic
joke on us— giving us the best it has
to offer for the least effort, not the
most.
Starting today, why not ask yourself what you could be doing that is
most likely to accomplish the desired
results and do exactly that? Yes, it
can be frightening at first, but fear is
just a thought, and we have the power to choose not to dwell on negativity or give it undue attention.

As this habit takes hold, you will
begin to realize how little effort it
takes to produce a desired result.
When this began happening to me, I
was amazed by how much time I
had on my hands. I went from feeling as though I would never, ever
complete my "to -do" list to not even
needing the list. I found myself
working through the day with no
more effort than just waiting for
something obvious to pop into my
head — something that would help
me achieve the result I wanted. Then
I simply did it. The only guidepost
needed was to be mindful of the intended outcome —in other words,
concentrate on what was essential
for that day.
I also began to realize how much
needless work our team could add to
the simplest task. This habit was so
deeply ingrained that none of us
could see it. But as we began to ask

questions like "What are we trying to
accomplish ?" or "Isn't there an easier
way to do this ?" the extraneous effort vanished. In a short time our
team's productivity shot way up. Our
conference calls went from taking
longer than an hour to often taking
10 to 15 minutes or less. Face -to -face
sessions went from all -day affairs to
a half day or less.
Staying focused, being a willing
student, and doing only what is essential enables us not only to accomplish far more than we dreamed possible but also to enjoy feelings of
lightness and joy at work. ■
Bob Gunn leads Gunn Partners, a 50person consulting firm that helps Fortune 500 companies improve the relevance, value, and productivity of staff
functions. You can call Bob at (617)
747 -5010 or e-mail him at
robert.gunn @exult. net.
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Our extensive financial industry expertise helps our
clients boost productivity without compromising customer
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Get your financing up to speed. Today. Ask
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Taxes

Anthony R Curatola, Editor

e- Commerce and e -Tax: Compatible
or Conflicting?

force

AS E- COMMERCE CONTINUES TO GROW IN
volume and importance, the issue of tax processing and
collection liability also increases in importance. From diverse perspectives and for different reasons, the positions
of those involved emerge: States and municipalities seek
protection of a revenue source; traditional retailers are
concerned with online competition; and e- commerce firms
seek to avoid precedent and confusion. The accountant's
involvement in this process is predictable and unavoidable.
At issue are sales taxes levied at the point of sale to customers who reside in states where the company has a
physical presence. In legal terms, thi,
"nexus." Under common law,
nexus has come to mean headquarters, distribution centers, retail stores, and other important
operations. All require a physical
presence in the taxing region. Current tax laws do not prohibit states
from charging sales tax on remote
sales, but the laws don't provide
states the power to
these
businesses to charge sales tax and
process these collections for the
state.
E- commerce businesses provide
a unique situation. The definition
of nexus doesn't fit most Internet based transactions. States facing
the loss of revenue have looked at
treating electronic availability and
access as similar to nexus, thus
i8
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permitting tax collections. Internet -based businesses prefer to avoid both the cost pass - through of sales tax and
the collection function requirements. This gives them a
significant competitive edge over the traditional "brick and- mortar" retailers. The issue has grown in importance
as e- commerce has grown.
E- commerce operates under a three -year moratorium,
passed by Congress in 1998, that prohibits the creation of
new taxes aimed specifically at Internet transactions or
Internet access. The Internet Freedom Act also created the
Advisory Commission on Electronic Commerce (ACEC)
the issues. Their April 2000 report offers
a five -part approach that includes:
• Reducing the consumer burden by
simplifying state and local tax systems.
• Creating a system that would impose
an equal obligation and cost on all sellers regardless of sales channel.
• Eliminating disparate taxes between
different selling groups and banning
taxes on Internet access.
• Eliminating federal excise tax on
communication services and discriminatory taxation of telecommunications
services and property.
• Protecting consumer privacy by minimizing disclosures of personal information for tax collection purposes.
The ACEC proposal also recommends extending the current moratorium barring multiple and discriminatory taxation of e- commerce for an addi-
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tional five years, thereby giving state
and local governments the opportunity to reform their sales tax structures. They also encourage state and
local governments to work with and
through the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State
Laws to develop state and local sales
and use tax policies that would create and maintain parity of collection
costs between remote sellers and
comparable single - jurisdiction ven-

dors that don't offer remote sales.
Given the number of taxing authorities and municipalities involved,
implementation of these proposals,
even within the expanded time
frame, will be a tall order. But the
need looms ever bigger as two distinct changes occur. The growth of
e- commerce provides a significant
target for taxation that can't be addressed clearly by current local sales
tax systems. Also, the movement to
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e- commerce shifts sales from traditional channels and will lower sales
tax revenues. Thus, the potential for
shrinking tax sources and the concern
over erosion of existing revenues will
provide the impetus for change.
One study focusing on 1998 reports that only one -tenth of one
percent of total state and local sales
tax collections, totaling less than
$170 million, could have come from
Internet -based sales. Conversely, a
report by Forrester Research predicts
global Internet sales reaching $3.2
trillion by 2003.Westfield America,
an investment trust in 38 shopping
centers, estimates that states will lose
more than $10 billion a year in sales
tax revenue by 2003.
These issues will involve and challenge accountants in several ways.
The inevitable impact of tax revenue
needs will be addressed, and a -commerce will become involved. Collection and processing systems and
costs will be included in virtually all
sales channels. Costs will be lower
under a unified approach rather than
complying with different regulations
among states and local areas. Clearly,
as technology advances and a -commerce continues to expand, the accountant must become involved. ■
Paul E. Dascher and William G. Jens

of accounting in the
ofthe School of Busi-

Rinker Institute

ness Administration at Stetson Uniat (904) 822 -7363 or by e-mail at
ndascher @stetson.edu and
iijens @stetson.edu
Anthony (Tony) R Curatola is the Joseph
E Ford Professor

of Accounting at Drexel

University. He can be reached at (215)
895 -1453, phone; (215) 895 -6975, fax;
or by e -mail at curatola @drexeLedu.
2001©APCuratola.
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Four Steps to Managing
Risks I Kathy Williams, Editor

CFOSWANT
SECCHANGES

MANY COMPANIES STILL DON'T REALIZE THAT HOW THEY APPROACH RISK

management can create and sustain or destroy shareholder value. Peter Marsh, Nick Mot tershead, and Richard Taylor of Ernst & Young's Business Risk Solutions — Global Enterprise Risk Management practice have devised a four -step approach to create an advantageous risk management program.
Step 1— Figure out what shareholders value about your company. E &Y suggests
talking with equity analysts, institutional investors, and other members of the investment
community to understand what shareholders value about your company. Then you can
identify the corporate processes that contribute to this perceived value and break
them down to ones that create value and that you
can use to measure performance.
Step 2— Identify the risks around the key
shareholder -value drivers. You'll need to assess

all forms of risk— strategic, operational, financial,
and knowledge based. Here capital markets specialists can help with industry- specific risks, and
analysts can help with intangible parameters such
as quality of management, people competency, and
brand strength and reputation. You also need to do
some internal risk assessment.
Step 3— Determine how you're going to
handle the risks. This means you need to fig-

ure out what shareholders would consider
acceptable, such as avoiding the risk; managing,
insuring, or hedging it; or implementing a combination of treatments.
Step 4—Tell shareholders what you're going to do
about the risks. E &Y emphasizes that the long -term growth of your company depends

on keeping your shareholders informed about your risk management program. This is
especially important right now, given the state of the markets and the economy.
For more information, visit the Ernst & Young Thought Center portion of the U.S.
c ont i nued on page 22
website at www.ey.com.

More than half the
CFOs participating in
the latest quarterly
-C F O Corporate Outlook Survey- conducted by the Financial
Executives International (FEI) and Duke
University's Fuqua
School of Business
want the Securities
& Exchange Commission (SEC) to
recognize company website postings as satisfying
public disclosure
requirements.
They also want
the SEC to establish
policies that move the
markets away from
their focus on shortterm quarterly earnings and to acoept
global accounting
Standards.
Here are other
highlights: Participants scud they
expect corporate
c ont i nued on next page
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TO ENCOURAGE ETHICAL BEHAVIOR, COMPANIES NEED TO ADDRESS FAIRNESS AT WORK, CARE

[ETHICS]

(continue
profits to rise 10% on average during the next 12
months. Most said their
companies will reduce or
hold capital expenditures
constant over the next
year, and most don't have
plans to increase employment during that period.
In addition, 31% of the
CFOs plan on reducing
employment, and 20%
will hold it steady. This is
the first time in the fiveyear history of the survey
that the majority of the
companies don't have
plans to increase
employment.
Regarding the economy, survey participants foresee only a
1.6% growth in the
Gross Domestic Product.
Three months ago they
predicted a 2.4%
growth.
And they expect the
S&P 500 to gain 5% over
the next year.
Participating in the
survey were 153 CFOs at
companies with median
revenues of $100 million
to $500 million. Revenues
at 15% of the participating
companies were over $1
billion. Of the total
companies, half were
manufacturers.
For more survey results,
visit www,duke.edu / %7
ei a r h a m . ■
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Ethical Behavior Brings Tangible Benefits
to Organizations Curtis C. Verschoor, CMA, Editor
PRAGMATIC ACCOUNTANTS ARE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR A RETURN ON THE INVEST

ments their organization makes. This is true for ethics systems as well as bricks and- mortar. Management accountants want to know that ethical behavior has
demonstrable positive results rather than just knowing it's the "right thing to do."
A study by Walker Information, a global stakeholder research firm, reports the
results of 13 academic studies of empirical evidence that relate ethical corporate
behavior, or "good corporate citizenship," to positive business outcomes.
These studies show that tangible benefits result from greater attention to various
aspects of ethical behavior. Good corporate citizenship improves employee relations
and results in human resource benefits. The factors identified include more effective
recruitment; higher retention; and better morale, loyalty, motivation, and productivity.
Customer relationships are also improved. Factors identified include increases in
customer loyalty, enhancement of brand image, and
:iebreaker effects for customer purchasing decisions.
mpirical evidence suggests that customers' sensitivity to
corporate citizenship continues to gain momentum.
Good corporate citizenship also enhances overall business performance, particularly improved competitive
advantage, higher financial returns, and better reputation. A considerable number of studies, including work
done by this editor, demonstrate a positive link. Yet critics maintain that too many "best business practices" and
other influences are present to attribute the superior
performance solely to good corporate citizenship.
Earlier research by Walker warns that a low level of employee loyalty exists globally,
as does a dwindling level of faith in organizational ethics and leadership. Numerous
other surveys show employee turnover and other corporate culture issues present the
greatest risk of failing to achieve corporate goals. The Walker study found three major
areas of employee concern that companies need to address in order to build a culture
of stronger, more loyal relationships. They are fairness at work, care and concern for
employees, and trust in employees. To achieve these goals, a values - oriented code of
conduct is the necessary first step toward greater consideration of ethical issues during
the decision - making process.
QUESTIONS:
Does the ethical culture in your organization motivate employee and customer loyalty? Does your organization's risk identification and mitigation process adequately
consider the critical importance of its values, beliefs, and ethical culture?
As a starting point, the Raytheon Company has an Ethics Quick Test that asks
c o nt i n ue d on page 22
employees to consider the following questions when

.Streetwise

AND CONCERN FOR EMPLOYEES, AND TRUST IN EMPLOYEES.

[ G O V E R N M E N T ]
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Business Tax
Incentives I Stephen Barlas, Editor
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER THE
Bush individual tax rate cut proposal

ing Section 29 tax credit

passes Congress —and that is a big

conventional fuels to proj-

for production of non -

IF —there will be a follow -on bill

ects placed in service

focusing on business tax cuts. A lot

between 2001 and 2008.

of sectors are lining up, but handi-

The 65% net income limit

cappers would put two in the "high

for percentage depletion of

probability" category. The first is the

independently operated oil

oil and gas industry, an obvious

and gas wells would be

choice given the oil and natural gas

repealed. Ditto the 50%

price hikes that have hammered the

net income limit for all

country. Sen. Frank Murkowski (R.Alaska), chairman of the Senate

owners. Natural gas and
petroleum pipelines would be reclas-

Energy Committee, introduced the

sified as seven -year property for pur-

of what the energy industry wants.

National Energy Security Act of 2001

poses of depreciation.

When he testified before the House

5620.00 + 25.
2343.00 + 3.
2315.00 + 5.

4.8
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s.a

49,88
30,82

But those incentives may fall short

in late February. It extends the exist-

7165.00 – 25.00
.. 1675.00 + 27.00
. 1541.00 – 1.00

Ways &

c o n t i n u e d o n nex t page

The ValueReporting Revolution
* THE STOCK MARKET USED TO BE A FAIRLY

enues, and price - to-book- values of many companies—

reliable judge of a company's value. Economists had

and markets

us convinced of that. Study after study showed the

compared to the past. Today, even after a market cor-

efficient market theory to be, by and large, correct.

rection, how reliably valued is a stock price of 100 times

have been extraordinarily high when

Yes, prices of securities in a fair and fully

earnings when the market's long -term histon

competitive stock market impounded all

cal P/E average is 15? Even the hallmark dis-

publicly available information about the

counted cash flow method of valuation illus-

value of the assets underlying them. At min-

trates that many companies today must gen-

imum, this was a good starting point for a

erate a ridiculous magnitude of cash from
operations to equal their current stock price.

deeper valuation.
But growing volatility— swings down 10

So what gives? It's the information that's

1%

one day, up 6% the next —began to sow
skepticism about the market's ability to accurately value stocks. Not to worry, believ-

made public. According to a new book, The
w
Now

ValueReporting Revolution: Moving Beyond
the Earnings Cane, value creation is no

ers assured, 'psychological and behavioral' aspects of

longer driven by what companies must legally dis-

markets get statistically smoothed over time.

close and voluntarily report.

Yet more perplexing have been stratospheric valuation ratios. Pnce- to-earnings, price -to- sales, price- to-rev-

Traditional corporate & financial reporting is woefully dated. Today's finan-

c o nt i n ue d o n pa ge 2 3
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[ETHICS]

cont'd from p. 20

faced with ethical dilemmas:
• Is the action legal?
• Is it right?
• Who will be affected?
• Does it fit Raytheon's values?
• How will I feel afterwards?
• How would it look in the
newspaper?
• Will it reflect poorly on the
company?
Please send me examples from
your company that we can share.
Curtis C. Verschoor is the Ledger 6Quill Research Professor, School of
Accountancy, DePaul University,
Chicago. His email address is
cverscho@condor.denauLedu.
[NE W S ]

cont'd from p. 21

APQC Will Study Balanced
Scorecard Best Practices
The American Productivity &
Quality Center (APQC) kicks off
a new benchmarking study next
month that it hopes will help
organizations overcome the obstacles to effective balanced scorecard
implementation.
Focus of the study will be on
guidelines for executing key steps in
the implementation process, criteria
for assigning responsibility for each
step, training requirements, process
diagnosis and refinement methods,
and reasonable expectations for executing the balanced scorecard and
achieving results.
The Balanced Scorecard Collaborative, a professional services firm
that facilitates the worldwide awareness, use, enhancement, and integrity of the balanced scorecard as a
value -added management process, is
supporting the study, APQC says.
For more information, visit
www.apgc.or Jpro
6532/ or call
(800) 776 -9676.
22
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Means Committee on March 5, John
Nalbone, president of Universal
Resource Holdings, said that a
restoration of the tax provisions in
effect in the early 1980s is needed.
Those provisions were eliminated by
the 1986 Tax Reform Act. They
included a 10% investment tax credit on recoverable tangible equipment
and much more favorable passive
loan loss rules. Nalbone did mention
extension of the Section 29 fuel tax
credit per Murkowski's bill.
Given the freefall of the high -tech
industry, it again seems likely that
Congress will extend the research
and development tax credit.

SEC to Look More Closely
at Annual Reports /10-Ks
Now that the flood of IPOs has
receded and the SEC corporation
finance staff has some time on its
hands, it will begin to look more
closely at financial reporting in
annual reports. Bob Bayless, the
chief accountant in the division of
corporation finance, expects the SEC
to review about one in four reports
this fiscal year. That compares with
one in 15 in fiscal 2000. At a speech
before the Practicing Law Institute in

Circle No. 35
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March, he gave companies a number
of important "heads up." Deficient
segment disclosures were at the top
of his gripe list. "Let me warn you
that our patience with deficient segment disclosure has been exhausted,"
he said. He emphasized the importance of paying attention to FASB
Statement of Financial Accounting
Standards 131. Same for SFAS 133,
which lays out the guidelines for
reporting corporate use of derivatives and the use of them for hedging. He also returned to a tune he
has been playing in the past few
years: revenue recognition.

Bill Would Reduce SEC
Transaction Fees
The first bill to clear the Senate
Banking Committee this year
(S. 143) reduces fees companies pay
when fling IPOs and other stock
transactions with the SEC. The SEC
collects nearly six times what it
needs to run the agency, so the bill
cuts the fees back. It also allows the
SEC to increase the pay of its professional staff, which has been
departing the agency during the
stock market good times for considerably greener pastures. The full
Senate was scheduled to approve
that bill in April. A House version is
in the process of being written. It
will have to be passed by the House
Financial Services Committee,
whose chairman, Rep. Michael
Oxley (R.- Ohio), seems amenable.
But Oxley is a little worried about
setting a precedent for salary
increases that "may lead to hundreds of federal agencies coming to
Congress hat in hand! Laura Unger,
acting chairman of the SEC, supports the Senate bill sponsored by
Sen. Phil Gramm (R.- Texas), the
Committee chairman and Unger's
old boss. ■

[ B O O K S ] co n t 'd f ro m p. 21

measure only tangible assets —the
engines of the industrial economy. But corporate value in
toda y's knowle dge economy is
increasingly based on intangible
assets— brands, ideas, research —
that are all- important but have
almost no importance in conventional disclosure by publicly traded comp an ie s.
Under that premise, the book
proposes a system of corporate
reporting based on "market - driven'
information — things that help create value, such as customer satisfaction, product quality, employee
training, market share, and other
factors that add to, or detract from,
a company's competitiveness.
An outgrowth of Pricewater-
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catalysts of value creation or
other iconoclasts are speckled

Roebuck & Co., Royal Dutch Shell,

throughout. It's a clever technique

and Swiss Re help enliven things a

find much here that is familiar.

that is altogether crafty for a seri-

bit. Their reporting revolution fur-

Only the authors' clarion call for

ous management book. But

ther beck ons management to pub-

overhauling disclosure laws resem-

because the subject material has

licly discuss its competitive posi-

bles anything avant -garde.

been percolating for more than a

tion, strategy for creating value,

destruction.
Readers of Strategic Finance will

To their credit, the authors —

decade, with a good amount of it

performance targets and how well

Robert G. Eccles, a prolific former

under way or alre ady e nacted , the

they're met, and elements that

professor at Harvard Business

notion that this volume is a "mani

underpin the company's ability to

School, along with three distin-

festo' is entertaining.

create value.

guished PwC partners, Robert H.

Still, it's a handy compendium:

The subtitle, "Moving Beyond the

Herz, E. Mary Keegan, and David

excellently researched, well orga-

Earnings Game,' is a reference to

M.H. Phillips —offer readers an

nized, and clearly written. Certain-

the insidious practice of "earnings

overview of the value measure-

ly, its thesis cry for more germane

management ' and the effect of

ment movement, an ar gument for

disclosure is persuasive.

Wall Street's needless "obsession'

achieving more transparency in

The authors adroitly explain

with short-term earnings. The

securities markets, and a blueprint

such worthy topics as balanced

authors devote a fair amount of

to attain it.
Much of the book is cloaked in a

scorecard systems of performance

space to explain it.

measurement, the cornerstone of

That and much more is conve-

motif of "revolution.' Quotes from

the type of information their revo-

niently packaged in 320 pages for

Thomas Paine, Jean - Jacques

lution wants disclosed. Examples
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McDONALD'S

EUROPE
DESPITE THE FALLING EURO, THE MAD COW SCARE,
AND OTHER CHALLENGES, THE FAST -FOOD GIANT
SEES CONTINUING OPPORTUNITY IN EUROPE.
BY RAMONA DZINKOWSKI

T

e recent outbreak in Europe and the U.K. of mad cow disease and the most recent assault, hoof and mouth disease, has
seriously affected the market for European and U.K. agricultural
livestock. In Ireland, estimates suggest that it will impact 90% of
their agricultural exports and therefore could have serious consequences on the economy as a whole. Elsewhere in Great Britain
and on the continent, the numbers of slaughtered animals
increase daily. Meat suppliers fear that their beef, pork, and lamb
stocks could dwindle, and the resulting impact on prices remains
to be seen.
The economic fallout of this current crisis extends beyond the
boundaries of animal producers into retail supermarkets and anywhere along the supply chain that's affected by the rise and fall of
beef prices and supplies. McDonald's Corporation, along with
many of its competitors, has felt the impact. European hamburger
sales began to come under pressure in November after several
findings of BSE (bovine spongiform encephalopathy) were disMay 2 0 0 1
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covered in several European herds. European sales in
McDonald's fourth quarter fell to $2.21 billion, down
from $2.45 billion in the fourth quarter of 1999, a
decline of 10%, primarily due to the weaker Euro. Constant currency sales grew by 5%, which is below the historical trend lines, and the Street seems to feel that an
agricultural crisis of this magnitude has been a factor.
Earnings forecasts for McDonald's stock have been cut
by several investment firms, and analysts remain skeptical about a rapid comeback in Europe.
Despite these issues, McDonald's speaks optimistically
about future opportunities in Europe. In 2000,the corporation generated over $9 billion in system -wide sales in
Europe and added over 500 restaurants there to end the
year with 5,460 restaurants in 50 countries.
If last year's weak and volatile Euro dollar, combined
with publicity over anti - globalization sentiment, wasn't
enough to make McDonald's rethink its European
expansion path, will the recent agricultural crisis be
enough to force the company to make a hasty retreat
back across the pond, or is this supply crisis really more
sizzle than steak for America's best -known food chain?
How does McDonald's handle such issues and move
forward?
In a recent interview with Linda Buckley, controller Europe Group for McDonald's Corporation, Strategic
Finance investigates how McDonald's is being impacted
by the current situation in the European agricultural
industry and examines how these and other continental
issues will affect its current expansion path and financial
strategies.
Linda Buckley has held the position of controller Europe Group for McDonald's Corporation for the past
five years. Prior to that she was director, International
Planning and Analysis, with McDonald's Corporation.
Before that she spent 11 years with Ernst & Young.
RD: Much has been said in the press lately about the
severity of the beef crisis in Europe and its expansion into
other countries. How serious is the supply problem to the
world's largest fast -food chain? Do falling share prices simply mirror the current press coverage of mad cow disease
and hoof and mouth, or is this likely to be a long -term
financial issue for McDonald's?
LB: The BSE and foot and mouth issues currently

receiving a lot of press coverage in Europe really have
nothing to do with McDonald's directly. The corporation's overall safety and quality standards lead the industry and provide the benchmark for safe food around the
world. But, of course, any issue that impacts consumer
26
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confidence in the safety of the European food supply is
an issue with the potential to impact the results of
McDonald's and countless other companies. Our recent
earnings estimate for the 1st quarter and year was partially due to consumer concerns over European beef persisting longer than we anticipated. We would like to think
that this wi11 be a relatively short -term issue. And we have
seen some encouraging recovery trends in certain markets, such as France.
RD: Some observers question whether the current situation in Europe will prevent McDonald's from using local
suppliers as a hedge against foreign currency fluctuations.
How important is this as a hedge strategy, and, given that
local suppliers in Europe are the target of the recent beef
scare, can we expect McDonald's to make significant
changes in its supply chain? For example, will we see the
use of local suppliers decline?
LB: Although McDonald's is a global brand, we are

truly a multi -local business. Our restaurants are managed locally, many of them owned and operated by community entrepreneurs. We are a catalyst for local jobs
and local investment, we create demand for local suppliers, and we value giving back to the communities we
serve. It's true that we tend to use local and regional suppliers, and this works to our advantage by mitigating our
exposure to currency impact. We really developed this
approach not as a hedge against currency impact, but
because we see it as the best way to manage the business
for the long term. We continue to have confidence in our
beef quality and our beef suppliers and would not expect
to make any significant changes to our supply chain in
the short term.
RD: Is the weakness of the Euro impacting your growth
strategy in Europe?
LB: No. Our expansion criteria in each market are

based on local customer preferences and patterns. We look
at how often people are eating out and how we can capture more of those meal occasions. These eating patterns
are not impacted by the Euro translating into fewer dollars
than it did two years ago. The fact that the reported numbers have been impacted in the last couple of years by the
strengthening U.S. dollar is true for every global company
who has significant operations in Europe, including
McDonald's. But this is an accounting issue. Some years
our earnings have benefitted from a weak dollar; other
years we haven't. So we focus on local currencies as the
better way to view the performance of our markets and to
assess the long -term potential. In fact, in 2000,McDonald's served nearly one billion additional customers

CCBSEisabiggerissuenow

comparedto1996becauseitimpacts
morecountries... Wecontinueto
supportthequalityofourbeef.We
promotemenuvarietyandvalueand
havemovedtobroadenthemenu
withmoreporkproducts.) )
around the world. Our long -term view of our potential
has not changed.
RD: How elastic are your demand conditions in Europe
given the current anti - globalization sentiment? WIII it be
more difficult for McDonald% to recapture revenues in
Europe now as opposed to in 19%, with the first BSE outbreak, and will this Impact the way you think about franchising over there?
LB: As I said, we served nearly one billion additional

customers in 2000. These additional customers are proof
that our brand is in demand and elastic. We have the
highest beef and food safety standards. Customers trust
us because they know of our strong standards. We listen
to our customers. In recent customer focus groups in
Europe, we asked our customers and they told us that
they trusted us and that they just wanted us to reassure
them that they should trust us. We also reminded them of
our stringent and rigorous quality standards. We continue to support the quality of our beef. We are also communicating to them about the menu variety and value we
offer. In fact, McDonald's has further broadened our
already broad menu in many markets with additional
pork menu offerings. We expect the impact will be short
term, and we do not intend to modify our franchising
plans or other long -term strategies.

of our menu variety, our commitment to the highest quality food safety standards, and our decentralized management approach, McDonald's was better able to
manage through this consumer scare than some of our
competitors and other food companies. Overall, we
believe we are well - positioned given the current situation
in Europe.
RD: So if mad cow disease isn't making you lose sleep
at night about your overseas market, what is?
LB: I really don't lose much sleep because we believe

we are in a great position to satisfy more customers in
Europe. As with all companies, there are issues beyond
our control, i.e., economic cycles. A potential slowdown
in economic growth in Europe or economic volatility are
issues we have to address from time to time. But we have
to handle these issues in the same manner we are
responding to BSE. We manage our business for the long
term, meaning one economic downturn does not cause
us to change our strategy. This means we stick to our
basic plan of providing the best quality, service, cleanliness, and value to each of our customers one at a time.
This formula has worked well for 45+ years around the
world, and I expect it will continue to work in the future.
We believe the best is yet to come for our customers and
brand. ■

W. Is it possible that McDonald's could actually have a
surge in sales as a result of your brand loyalty versus the
brand loyalty of other fast -food chains overseas?
LB: We have very loyal customers, and our position as

the market leader is a great asset. The value of the brand
under these circumstances can't be understated. Because

Ramona Dzinkowski is an economist and journalist in
Toronto. Her research into emerging management and
accounting practices has been published widely in business
journals around the world. You can reach her at
rnd research@interhop. net.
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Does ER P
LEAN

W

BY M A R I A N N E BR A D F O R D , C P A , T O NY M A Y F I E L D ,
AND C H A D T O NE Y

For the past decade, organizations have spent billions of dollars and countless
worker -hours installing huge integrated software packages known as enterprise
resource planning (ERP) applications. Now many manufacturing companies are
realizing that the infrastructure they spent years creating is deficient on their
plant floor. The ERP systems of the 1990s have become a liability for many manufacturers because they perpetuate some of the legendary material requirements
planning (MRP) problems such as complex bills of materials, inefficient workW
W

flows, and unnecessary data collection. A new manufacturing model has

2

emerged that's taking the place of the traditional MRP model. It's called Lean,

iinn

Flow, or Demand -Pull.

J
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Lean manufacturing, a concept with roots in the production processes of Toyota, aims at improving efficiency, eliminating product backlogs, and synchronizing
production to customer demand rather than a longterm (often incorrect) forecast. According to a recent
study by AMR research, companies are implementing
Lean methodologies primarily to improve customer service, reduce procurement and plant -floor costs, and
enter new markets. Tom Greenwood is director of the
University of Tennessee's Lean Enterprise Forum, which
has conducted more than 40 implementations worldwide. He says, "The Lean enterprise methodology is
essentially a growth strategy for increasing sales by trimming the company's product delivery system into a
competitive weapon. The primary goal is to make it easy
for customers to get what they want, when they want it,
by creating alignment across the business enterprise
from customer through distribution, sales, engineering,
production, and supply."
Until recently, the major ERP vendors had all but
turned their backs on client demands for support of this
new model. Now that smaller, more agile software houses
are tapping into niche areas like Lean manufacturing, the
major ERP vendors are also beginning to offer solutions
aimed at bridging the gap between the shop floor and
ERP. These solutions come in the form of modules or
add -on components that support Lean initiatives and
include features such as design of flow lines, demand smoothing logic, mathematical models for synchronizing
daily production rate to demand, the ability to quickly
address engineering changes on the line, Kanban replenishment calculations, graphical method sheets, and backflush and exception reporting.
These new solutions are promising, but many companies are stuck with their current ERP system for the time
being due to large investments in the technology and lack
of top management support for Lean tools. In its present
state, there's a debate over whether ERP can exist with
Lean in the same company. Some say the two concepts
can coexist, while others view them as contradictory.
Lean philosophy emphasizes the continual improvement
of production processes, while ERP emphasizes planning.
Also, ERP creates many nonvalue -added transactions by
making companies track every activity and material price
in the factory. This is counter to Lean philosophy, which
aims at speeding up and smoothing production.
Lean requires a significant change in conducting business that can run counter to the structure of the ERP system. Yet some companies that have invested in a massive
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ERP installation are trying to make the two work together
on the plant floor. This is just what Cincinnati Machine, a
global manufacturer of machining and turning centers, is
doing. According to Roger Miller, director of materials at
Cincinnati Machine, "Once we put our pull mechanisms
in place, we had to systematically `turn off' all of the logic
and reports that `push'."
Many companies, however, don't want to configure an
ERP system to work with Lean. Instead, they're demanding Lean functionality packages. Experts warn that
numerous ERP vendors talk about Lean functionality,
but few offer the full package. For some ERP vendors,
Lean simply means their system supports a pseudo Justin -time (JIT) way of providing mass customization of
products. A common mistake that companies make
when they are implementing a Lean program is the
same mistake software vendors make when marketing
Lean packages —they pick one tool from the toolbox
and assume they have developed a Lean software system.
So what functionalities should a package have to support Lean thought, and what offerings are currently
available from ERP vendors? We interviewed the directors of product management at some of the top ERP
vendors to find out. We asked about manufacturing
strategies, material and capacity planning, scheduling,
Kanban, and supply chain. The results are shown in the
chart on pp. 32 and 33.

no modules, and no packages).
Continuous:
♦ Make- to-Stock is a strategy where customer orders are
filled from existing inventory (the orders are preformulated and prepackaged).
♦ Configure- to-Order in continuous production is a strategy
in which batches are mixed as a common formulation
but are packaged and processed to fill specific orders
(the orders are preformulated but not prepackaged).
♦ Make- to-Order is a strategy in which each batch is formulated to fill a specific order (the orders are neither
preformulated nor prepackaged).
Not every company uses a single business strategy in its
operations, so many modern ERP software systems allow
users to configure more than one business strategy
according to industry- specific standards. As shown in the
Manufacturing Strategy Support portion of the vendor
chart, there are seven strategies. Most ERP vendors can
support six of the seven configuration strategies. The
engineer -to -order strategy currently is supported by less
than half the ERP vendors surveyed.

MANUFACTURINGSTRATEGIES

SCHEDULING

To prepare for a Lean implementation, companies must
understand and outline the nature of their manufacturing operations. This strategy defines the method or
methods a manufacturing organization uses to build its
products. These methods are divided into two broad categories— discrete and continuous. A discrete method also
can include subcategories of assemble -to- order, build -tostock, configure -to- order, and engineer -to- order. Continuous production methods can include make -to- order,
make -to- stock, and configure -to- order. For example, an
aluminum company might be defined as a continuous,
make -to -order organization, while a car manufacturer
would be defined as a discrete, assemble -to -order or
build -to -stock organization.
Discrete:
♦ Build- to-Stock is a strategy where customer orders are
filled from existing finished -goods inventory (the
orders are prepackaged).
♦ Configure- to-Order is a strategy where products are
assembled to order from modules (constructed with
prebuilt components and prebuilt modules).
♦ Assemble- to-Order is where a batch is formulated to
fill a specific order (constructed from prebuilt
components).
♦ Engineer -to -Order is a strategy in which each order is
designed to customer specifications (no components,

A major concern of manufacturers is how ERP systems
improve business processes within their plant. Companies
must determine whether the ERP system uses actual
demand, sales forecasts, or a combination of the two in
order to populate and develop a master production
schedule. And it's important that managers understand
how this schedule is developed. Interestingly, as companies implement Lean initiatives, they realize that MRP
systems have an important purpose that should be used
in conjunction with Lean methodologies. According to
Paul Pfeiffenberger, director of manufacturing at Survivor
Technologies, "MRP should be used for planning, while
Lean should be used for executing the plan." Once the
schedule is developed, additional methods are needed to
realize the plan. In order to maintain a constant quantity
of work -in- process (WIP) while still preserving customer
service levels, pull - production methods are employed to
signal the replenishment of material rather than relying
on MRP to develop a schedule of shop floor WIP.
Most of the ERP vendors we surveyed use some form
of MRP to generate and execute the Master Production
Schedule. Many also support an "auto- release" function
for scheduling orders based on specific promise dates. It's
important that all packages have the capability to turn off
this feature so that parts that are on pull aren't part of an
auto - release (push) system. Many of the vendors also
May 2 0 0 1
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MANUFACTURING STRATEGY SUPPORT
BUSINESSSTRATEGY
Discrete
Support Assemble -to- Order?

©

©

©

©

Support Configure -to- Order?

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

Support Engineer -to- Order?
Support Build -to- Stock?

Continuous
Support Make -to- Order?

©

Support Configure -to -Orden

©

©

Support Make -to- Stock?

©

©

EXECUTI ON
Scheduling
Is an MRP system the prima-

©

©

ry source for generating and
executing Master Production
Schedules?
Does product have an auto release function that automatically releases orders
when specific date occurs,
regardless of plant status?
If product has automaticrelease function, can it be
turned off for parts placed
on pull?

©

Can product be configured
to act as finitely loaded
scheduling system?
Can product have capability
to develop mixed -model
schedules to level load
capacity and manage
materials usage?

Nanban
Does product permit use of
Kanban replenishment?

©

Does product have capability
to develop /update on regular
basis # of Kanbans needed
by part for pull execution?
Is product capable of handling blanket orders, utilizing
supplier Kanbans in lieu of
P.O.s?

Production
Does product support
Demand - Smoothing?

LineDesign
Does product have
Line - Design Tools?
© —ERP vendor currently offers full functionality in this area. * —ERP vendor currently offers minimal functionality in this area.
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MaterialPlanning
Does product have capability
of using range of values (flex
bounds) for a given product
family or end item to develop
material plans?

©

Does product have capability
to project material plans
around several boundaries as
projected further out into the
future?

©

CapacityPlanning
Does product have capability
of using range of values (flex
bounds) for a given product
family or end item to develop
capacity plans?

©

Does product have capability

©

of planning number of orders
to be placed in a given time
period for product /part
family using flex fences?

©

*

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

©

tt

Distribution
Can product be configured
to act as scheduler for
distribution?

Suppliers
Does product have capability
of analyzing incoming/outgoing traffic patterns to
evaluate reducing quantities
received from suppliers and
sent to customers?
Does product explode
demand data into bill of
materials to share point -ofsale data with suppliers?
Does product provide
forecasts for suppliers?

©

provide some capability to develop mixed -model sched-

can improve efficiency by providing a simple and effec-

ules, which is the ability of companies to make any item

tive method of communicating to up -line workstations to

in any sequence in a lot size of one while simultaneously

begin the next process. Most of the ERP vendors we sur-

reducing cycle times and inventory. Mixed -model manu-

veyed offer tools to assist in the use of Kanban replenish-

facturing is ideal for both middle - market companies and

ment. But if someone needs a special configuration,

enterprises in all industries, and it reduces some of the

relatively few of the vendors are able to develop and /or

risks of producing in large batches.

update the Kanbans. Also missing from many of the vendors is any form of line- design tools, which are statistical-

KANBAN,PRODUCTION,ANDLINEDESIGN

ly based methods of designing production lines that will

Using Kanbans can smooth the flow of production and

turn out a mix of products with maximum efficiency and

parts through the manufacturing process. Kanbans also

minimum waste. Line design synchronizes work activities
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and the consumption of raw materials while eliminating
queue time and work -in- process. It also helps manage a
key aspect of customers' continuous improvement efforts
by interactively configuring a balanced manufacturing
line.

MATERIALANDCAPACITYPLANNING
Lean manufacturing is a combination of many synchronized efforts trying to meet real -time demand. With a
precise estimate of potential demand, companies not only
can predict their production levels more accurately, but
they can pass the information along to their suppliers to
reduce the waste in the supply chain. With a better forecast of demand, organizations can make sure production
lines don't shut down because of a missing part.
To say that exact customer demand can be predicted
months ahead is a fallacy. Nothing is that certain. Therefore, many ERP systems are employing heuristics, genetic
algorithms, and even simulation to estimate the uncertainty in demand and effects of constraints on the shop
floor. Understanding this variation allows organizations
to place bounds (operating parameters) around material
and capacity plans. These planning bounds have a higher
variability months ahead of planned production, but, as
the plan gets closer to execution, the bounds around the
forecast get tighter. Modern ERP systems must understand this uncertainty in demand so they can help suppliers plan for the future.
Most of the surveyed vendors provide some form of
materials and capacity planning. The vendors that provide significant planning capabilities include Damgaard
(now Navision), Demand Management, Inc., American
Software, I2, Infinium, JD Edwards, PeopleSoft, SAP,
QAD, and Oracle. Each of these vendors gives users
options including flex bounds, variable boundaries for
materials planning, and other flexible options.

SUPPLYCHAIN
Shop floor lead -time is only a small part of a product's
total lead -time. Even if companies decrease lead -time
on the shop floor by a significant amount, this has
only a negligible impact on the total lead -time. The
objective of Lean is to reduce waste both on the shop
floor and throughout the entire supply chain. This

TotalLead-Timevs.ShopFloorlead-Time

increased efficiency will help bolster a company's competitiveness in the marketplace.
Businesses' information systems must stretch through
the supply chain to enable communication between every
link in the chain. One weak link affects every supply
chain partner. That means companies must integrate
their ERP system throughout their complete value stream
to meet customer demand and bring products and services to market in a timely manner.
Vendors are addressing some of the challenges and
issues surrounding the supply chain. Eight of the 14 vendors we surveyed can be configured to run as a distribution scheduler, which is integrated with the shipping and
transportation planning of the organization. The scheduler permits synchronization of the transportation system
and manufacturing floor to help ensure customer- requested delivery dates are met. All but four vendors can obtain
demand data, explode it to share point -of -sale data with
suppliers, and provide supplier forecasts.

ISTHEREAFIT?
While the development of Lean tools is still in its infancy,
a new paradigm has emerged that will replace the onesize- fits -all mentality imposed on businesses by many
ERP vendors. The new paradigm consists of businesses
picking and choosing best -of -breed applications suitable
for their operations and either modifying or replacing
their ERP system. These best -of -breed components can
be integrated, resulting in a superior end - product. A new
generation of easy -to- install enterprise extension applications are emerging that might even eliminate the need for
full -scale conventional ERP. (See Gene Bylinsky's "Industrial Management & Technology /ERP Challengers" in the
November 22, 1999, issue of Fortune.)
However Lean functionality is implemented, the time
has come for vendors to address real shop floor needs. It's
crucial for companies to pick the right solutions and
implement them correctly. The benefits of a Lean implementation are real, and an ERP package doesn't have to
stand in the way. ■
Marianne Bradford, CPA, Ph.D., is an assistant professor at
Bryant College in Smithfield, Rhode Island.
Tony Mayfield is a Ph.D. candidate at Nova Southeastern
University. He can be reached at tonym@techbriChngE.com.
Chad Toney is a Ph.D. candidate at the University of
Tennessee.
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Unfortunately, while the horror of random workplace
violence now seems commonplace, one emergent fact is
how many financial professionals are the targets of fatal
attacks. Michael McDermott, a 42-year -old software programmer who chose the day after Christmas 2000 for
workforce apocalypse at Edgewater Technology in Wakefield, Mass., embodies the problem. After chatting with
other employees until 11 a.m., he strolled through the
high -tech firm's lobby with an AK-47 assault rifle, a shotgun, and a semiautomatic handgun. Bypassing the receptionist, he entered the Human Resources office, shot and

clients to death in a dispute over $100,000 in Johnson
City, Tenn. And in June 1990,James Pough shot and
killed 10 people at the General Motors Acceptance Corp.
in Florida.
Money played a huge role in Mark Barton's July 27,
1999,killing spree in suburban Atlanta. The failed day
trader, who had lost over $450,000 of his own and relatives' money on Internet stocks, started his rampage by
saying "have a nice trading day," then killed 12 people and
injured 13 more before committing suicide at a gas station. A shocking fact of the bloodbath: After killing several
family members, Barton killed four traders at Momentum
Securities, then calmly crossed Piedmont Road, entered
the All-Tech Investment Group, and killed five more.

HEROES:ABSENTFROMTHEWORKPLACE?

killed three people, then headed to accounting, where
three employees had barricaded the door. Barging
through, he shot and killed two accountants; the third
escaped, hidden under her desk. What triggered McDermott's ire? The accounting department had garnished his
wages to pay overdue taxes to the IRS.
Other workplace homicides have involved money. Perhaps most alarming is the March 6, 1998,killing by
Matthew Beck, a 35-year -old accountant involved in a pay
dispute with the Connecticut State Lottery Corporation.
He killed the lottery president and three accountants.
They were shot in the back while fleeing. This year,
William Baker, a 66-year -old former Navistar employee
scheduled to start serving a jail term for his role with other employees in stealing $195,400 from the company, shot
and killed five people before turning the gun on himself.
In 1999 Walter Shell shot his attorney and one of his
36
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What's striking about these workplace killings is the
inability of the employees under siege to recognize an
attack initially and to use the time between the shooter's
entering the facility and when he starts shooting to stop
him. Even more puzzling is heroism among perfect
strangers rather than co- workers. For example, in 1993,
Colin Ferguson, an unemployed Jamaican immigrant,
opened fire on passengers on a Long Island Railroad
commuter train. Killing five people and wounding 18
others, Ferguson probably would have killed more, but
his violent spree was stopped when passengers wrestled
him to the ground. Ditto for passengers on a British Airways flight to Kenya who subdued a gunman who had
broken into the cockpit.
Lynne McClure, author of Risky Business: Managing
Employee Violence in the Workplace (Haworth Press,
1996),speculates that familiarity rather than cowardice
accounts for employees' tendencies to react more slowly
when attacked. "When a bizarre, life- threatening event
occurs, people at work are more in shock and less able to
act. They cannot believe that someone they know has
gone berserk. We are all more wary in a strange place,
particularly a small space such as a plane or train, than
we are in a familiar work environment:'
Disbelief and denial paralyze us, leaving an assailant
free to search for either victims of choice (the perceived
cause of his difficulties) or victims of opportunity (those
unlucky enough to be in the wrong place at the wrong
time). McClure adds: "At work there are also more
options for self - preservation such as hiding under desks
or running for known exits, so people are more likely to
try to escape rather than subdue the attacker."
The fatal shootings by William Baker at Navistar bear

out these observations. Baker had been
described as "easygoing" and "a nice guy." Martin
Reutimann, a worker who grabbed his coat and
cell phone as the shooting began, said: "I couldn't believe it. I heard someone yell, `There's a guy
in the center aisle with a gun."' By the time
Reutimann reached the police by dialing 911,
four employees were dead and Baker had turned
the gun on himself.

READINGTHEWARNINGSIGNALS
Company -wide vigilance to the precursors of an
outburst is critical to prevention. Thomas
Capozzoli, Ph.D. and associate professor of organizational leadership at Purdue University,
advises managers to look for trigger events. "It
could be firing, downsizing, a poor performance
appraisal, spousal abuse and other forms of
spillover violence, or even talk about losing
everything or wanting to commit suicide. For
many of these people their jobs are very important, and the threat of losing the job is too much
for them to handle.'
Financial professionals, particularly those
delivering bad news, are at risk. They should
receive training in how to deal with workplace
violence, but most don't. Capozzoli finds financial people "particularly vulnerable. Mostly they are in
denial that such a thing could happen to them.' Citing
the case of a disgruntled employee who made repeated
threats against his bank manager in Columbus, Ohio,
then tracked the manager to his home, killing him and
his family, Capozzoli advises anyone who is in a decision making position about money to "take any threat seriously. Get someone from security to go with you to search
for weapons, make sure a terminated employee can't get
back in the facility, and work with HR and security people on tough cases.'
You can also read the warning signals — literally, if you
include scanning employee a -mails for violent content.
John Conlin, CEO of Englewood, Colo. -based eSniff, a
network monitoring program designed to flag and report
inappropriate Internet and e-mail activity, notes that
police investigating Michael McDermott at Edgewater
Technology found that McDermott visited bomb - making
sites and posted advice about explosives on Internet chat
sites prior to his corporate rampage. "The police didn't
say whether or not McDermott was doing this on company time, but since he had unfettered use of the Internet at

Edgewater, chances are he was engaged in some sort of
questionable activity." Conlin adds the kicker: "Had his
managers known about it, the whole December 26th
tragedy could have been avoided."
Robert Butterworth, Ph.D. and principal of International Trauma Associates consultants of Los Angeles, says
that a financial person "in psychological denial about
workplace violence could be a prime target:' Lynne
McClure, who developed a system for identifying and
dealing with employees exhibiting high -risk behaviors,
advises companies on developing policies for handling
potential workplace violence. Even she has a tough time
getting her accountant husband to believe in the seriousness of threats. "I find that technical and financial types
tend not to be geared to recognizing and dealing with the
threat of violence.'

REASONABLEACTIONSANDREACTIONS
While the emotional costs of workplace violence are shattering, their financial impact is also steep. Lawsuits from
families for wrongful death of a breadwinner are to be
expected. When plaintiffs can demonstrate employer negMay 2 0 0 1
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ligence in taking reasonable care to detect danger and to
protect fellow employees from that danger, the size of the
award can go up. A 1998 joint survey of 299 risk managers by the Risk and Insurance Management Society
(RIMS) and American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE)
showed that 70% had not undergone a formal risk assessment of the potential for workplace violence. While 82 %
and 62 %,respectively, had policies in place on weapons
and violent workplace acts, most companies fail to do full
risk assessments, says Lance Ewing, RIMS' external team
leader. Keeping those statistics in mind, a plaintiff's case
based on negligence is solid.
To protect against this risk, employers should disseminate zero - tolerance policies regarding threatening and
high -risk behaviors. And management should train all
employees, with the HR, security, legal, risk management,
and financial departments taking leading roles, to spot
and stop violence. Any suspicious behavior should trigger
an immediate call to the firm's security staff or 911.
Adding periodic crisis management drills is another
option.
As for the costs of workplace violence, which the
Workplace Violence Research Institute of Palm Springs,
Calif., estimated at $35.4 billion in 1996,including costs
of litigation and costs associated with lost productivity
and extra security, some of that may come from existing
insurance coverage. Workers' compensation, employment
practices liability insurance, and commercial general liability policies will cover some aspects of workplace violence incidents. Several insurers —Chubb Executive Risk,
Lexington Insurance Co., and ACE USA —are providers
of workplace violence coverage.

RISKASSESSMENT
Beyond detecting an individual's penchant for violence
should be a corporate climate able to respond quickly
and sensitively to threats. Robert Butterworth advises top
managers to be as prepared for violence as they are for
earthquakes —both low- incidence, potentially destructive
events. They might get some pointers from banks, which,
unlike many other workplaces, are more secure, starting
with their entry point. "Most bank employees have been
drilled in how to calm a violent person. They're also better in hiring people, with better background checks picking up criminal records and problem behaviors;'
Butterworth adds.
Training in detecting and handling employees at risk
for violence still has a long way to go. Although many
organizations (58% of the RIMS /ASSE survey respon38
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dents) provide some training to identify warning signs
leading to potential behavior, such efforts weren't company -wide. HR(24%), safety(14%),risk management
(13%), security(13%), and legal (3 %) were the beneficiaries of such training, leaving the rest of the workforce
ill- equipped to spot warning signals.

ONTHEBRINK
Corporate pressures on managers that led to errors in
boom times, when some marginally stable individuals
might have been hired, gets worse in a downturn, when
those same people are threatened with losing their jobs.
With the dot -com meltdowns and the economy as a
whole on the brink of recession, it's a good time for companies to rethink their termination policies with regard to
the potential for violence.
Butterworth sees financial professionals directly in the
line of fire. "In the last six months, a lot of people have
lost a lot of money in the stock market and in stock
options. There have been abrupt layoffs in the dot -com
world, and outplacement services aren't as readily available as they once were. The accounting department is
often the messenger bringing the bad news, and that
could spell trouble.'
Despite recent workplace tragedies, many companies
are still ignoring expert advice about dealing with
employees about to be terminated. USA Today reports an
increased used of e-mail to inform employees of layoffs,
hiring freezes, and other significant changes. From Amazon.com telecommuters in the Seattle area to 2,000 call
center workers at Ameritrade and employees at Motorola's semiconductor plant, workers have either been terminated or warned of coming layoffs via e-mail. Although
top executives might argue that bad news becomes public
swiftly so using e-mail to disseminate facts quickly and
accurately company -wide is preferable to the rumor mill,
Peter Giuliani of the Executive Communications Group
in Englewood, N.J., argues that: "The only advantage is it
gives management an opportunity to duck angry employees." Not the best way to deal with problems. Staying vigilant and reacting to the first signs of trouble is much
better. ■
Marlene Piturro, a journalist and managerial consultant
based in Hastings -on- Hudson, N.Y., has a Ph.D. in psychology and an MBA in organizational development /finance.
She has written widely about the integration ofaccounting
and IT in various business publications. You can reach her
at mpiturro @aol.com.
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earn 24 hours of CPE Credit annually for only
$129.00 or 6 hours of CPE Credit, on a quarterly basis, for only $35.00. So take it easy and
earn your CPE Credits, conveniently...anywhere!

For information, call
1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 229
To order quiz, call 1- 800 - 638 -4427, ext. 221,
or fax the form below to 201 - 573 -9507
E -mail: orders @imanet.org
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CPE Self -Study Quiz Order Form

Ship to (Please Print): Allow two weeks for delivery.

J Annual Subscription (Includes all four quarters) - $129.00
Quarter(s): J March 'J June 'J Sept. J Dec. - $35.00 each
Total: $

Name
IMA Member No

Check/Money Order in U.S. funds payable to:
Institute of Management Accountants

Company
Address

J American Express

J Discover

Card Number_
Signature.-----

CFM' WA CPE

J MasterCard

J VISA
Exp. Date

-

-

-

_
'
;

Title

;

City
Phone (

State /Province__ _Zip
)

�

Fax

E- Mail___

'

Mail to: IMA, CPE Self -Study Quiz, 10 Paragon Drive, Montvale, NJ 07645

i

'

- `

Registered with the National Association of State Boards of Accountancy as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of accountancy
have final authority on the acceptance of individual courses. Complaints regarding registered sponsors may be addressed to NASBA, 150 Fourth Avenue North, Suite 700, Nashville, TN 37219.2417,
(615) 880 -4200. The North Carolina State Board of CPA Examiners does not accept CPE Credit for reading Strategic Finance and taking a self -study quiz. IMA Sponsor Numbers: Florida 1 -229; New
York 000349: Texas 28; and NASBA 103004. Qualified sponsor of CPE for individuals enrolled to practice before the IRS (enrolled agents).
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Now that its own

Six Sigma effort
BY GREGORY T. LuCIER AND SRIDHAR SESHADRI

Imagine working for a company where every
employee is required to go through two weeks of

is so successful,
GE Medical
Systems is

intensive training in statistical process control.

taking it to

Then at the end of this training, participants are

customers to

required to demonstrate proficiency by complet-

help them

ing two projects that directly

improve their

improve either company or cus-

operations.

tomer performance.
a
3

On top of that, the company's website provides 24/7 access

U
N

to the tools and methodology required to support the quality
r

improvement efforts of more than 300,000 employees world-

a

wide. The site is constantly and consistently measuring and

0
0

quantifying thousands upon thousands of active projects.
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Figure 1: GE'sResultsfromSix S i gma
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Has your satellite TV system somehow mingled the
contents of the business channel with a late -night science
fiction film? No. You're experiencing GE's Six Sigma quality program, one that has netted the corporation such
amazing results that now GE's customers are clamoring
for help.

GETTINGSTARTED
Roll back to 1981,when Jack Welch first took the helm at
GE and began to transform (or reshape) the company
from a $25 billion bureaucratic quagmire into a well-run
and highly respected $100 billion giant. Welch understood the "command and control" management approach
had run its course and spent the next 20 years resolutely
pursuing other options, borrowing best practices, and
implementing winning strategies.
Through the remainder of the '80s, GE employed corporate -wide streamlining to get the fat out of its organization while maintaining the muscle. In 1989,as the
tumult began to settle, Welch realized the need to
empower employees and give them a greater level of participation in the decision - making process. Despite a
decade of change, the level of hierarchy and top -down
communication had remained an impediment. To solve
this, Welch launched an initiative known as Work-Out',
which is designed to facilitate focused decision making,
resolve issues, and improve processes. A Work -Out session is generally led by those closest to a process or issue,
with the goal toward finding workable solutions and
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developing action plans. Work -Out can be used to eliminate unnecessary steps and streamline tasks or to remove
barriers between different departments or reporting levels. Built into this process are mechanisms for ensuring
management buy -in and follow - through.
Some Work -Out session examples are:
♦ Improving back -office processing with new financial
systems,
♦ Improving internal paperwork flow, and
♦ Streamlining approval processes.
By the mid-'90sit was time to shake things up again,
this time with a focus on quality. Not because GE wasn't
performing well, but because feedback from employees
convinced the CEO that, despite top- and bottom -line
growth, quality wasn't where it should be.
Welch decided Six Sigma was the way to go. He had
learned about Six Sigma from Larry Bossidy, a former GE
executive who left to take the helm at Allied Signal, a
company then implementing the program. Bossidy introduced Welch to Mikel Harry of the Six Sigma Academy
and to this breakthrough strategy for statistical process
control. Jack Welch had always maintained that GE must
look outside itself to identify and adopt best practices
wherever they could be found. So in the spring of 1995,
Welch asked Bossidy to share his unique Six Sigma philosophy with GE's executive council.
They were impressed. Welch set targets out past five
years and proclaimed Six Sigma the largest, most significant initiative ever undertaken at GE. Since that procla-
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mation, Six Sigma has been implemented aggressively
and has become deeply ingrained in the corporation's
culture. The company has deployed the methodology
more extensively than any other to date, and maintaining
its vitality continues to be a top priority. Throughout
GE, there's a commonly echoed phrase ... Six Sigma is
"The Way We Work.' Acquiring and using Six Sigma
skills is considered a core competency for leadership
roles, and each year new "stretch" goals and projects are
established.
In terms of bottom -line impact, payback, ROI, benefit—
whatever you want to call it —GE has achieved it. During
the first five years of the program, the company increased
annual productivity gains by over 266% and improved
operating margins from 14.4% to 18.4% (see Figure 1).
The bottom line was enhanced tremendously, and stockholders were rewarded handsomely and consistently.
Six Sigma wasn't invented by GE (Motorola initiated a
version of Six Sigma in the late 1980s). But the results the
corporation has achieved from its implementation have
attracted attention from several fronts, especially a large
segment of the international business community and
GE's customers. In response, GE decided to offer customers high -level instruction in Six Sigma. For example,
last year our group, GE Medical Systems, began taking Six
Sigma to healthcare customers. That first effort resulted
in over $94 million in benefits after touching only a fraction of the market. And as recognition grows, so will the
numbers.

°L

ACLOSERLOOKATTHESIXSIGMAAPPROACH
The name Six Sigma is derived from a statistical heritage
and focus on measuring product or process defects. Sigma is the Greek letter assigned to represent standard
deviation. Achieving a Six Sigma level of quality equates
to nearly error -free performance —where a given process
produces only 3.4 defects out of a million opportunities.
Here are some perspectives on levels of Sigma:
SIGMA
DEFECTSPERMILLIONOPPORTUNITIES
2
308,537
3
66,807
4
6,210
5
233
6
3.4
Most organizations would probably rate their current
quality at between Three and Four Sigma. When Jack
Welch challenged GE to become a Six Sigma organization
in four years, he was in effect calling for a reduction in
defect levels of 84% per year. At stake was an estimated
$8410 billion in costs consumed by lower levels of
quality.
While the measure of quality is the cornerstone of the
Six Sigma approach, it's the methodology and tools driving process change that translate to the difference
between a simple quality campaign slogan and a rigorous
management philosophy based on science. At the heart of
the Six Sigma approach is a method summarized by the
acronym DMAIC (see Figure 2).

Define. The GE process starts here. Teams work to
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clearly define problems related to the business or critical
to customer satisfaction. CTQ (Critical to Quality) factors
essential for customer satisfaction are correlated with the
overall business process at issue. Project charters are established, required resources are identified, and leadership
approvals are obtained to maximize project outcomes.
In preparation for this phase, employee training
includes a review of process mapping techniques and orientation to online tools available to support teams.
Measure. The next stage is to establish base -level measures of defects inherent in the existing process. Customer expectations are defined to determine "out of
specification" conditions. Training for this phase consists
of basic probability and statistics, statistical analysis software, and measurement analysis.
While this heavy bombardment of statistics causes
many participants to run for cover, GE makes it easier for
employees to learn. It partners experienced Six Sigma
practitioners with employees going through the training
for the first time, which helps beginners overcome the
challenge of mastering the concepts. And the use of automated tools minimizes the time required for complex
calculations.
Analyze. In this phase, teams explore underlying reasons for defects. They use statistical analysis to examine
potential variables affecting the outcome and seek to
identify the most significant root causes. Then they
develop a prioritized list of factors influencing the
desired outcome.
Tools used for this phase include multivariate analysis,
test for normality, ANOVA, correlation, and regression.
Again, these tools aren't for those who have difficulty balancing a checkbook, but most participants succeed with
help from their mentors.
Improve. During this phase, teams seek the optimal
solution and develop and test a plan of action for implementing and confirming the solution. The process is
modified and the outcome measured to determine
whether the revised method produces results within customer expectations.
Additional statistical methods covering design of
experiments and multiple linear regression are reviewed
with trainees to support the final analysis of the problem
and to test the proposed solutions.
Control. To ensure changes stick, ongoing measures are
implemented to keep the problem from recurring. Control charting techniques are used as the basis for developing the ongoing measures.
The concept of control — taking concrete steps to make
44
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sure improvements don't unravel over time —has been
missing from other process improvement initiatives. It's
this phase of Six Sigma that leads to long -term payoffs —
both in quality and monetary terms.

IMPLEMENTINGTHEPROGRAM
Training for GE employees takes about 10 classroom days
spread over four sessions and 90 calendar days. Action
teams are created in each class to attack an existing business problem. As each aspect of Six Sigma is taught, the
team immediately applies the concepts to the chosen
problem.

Thementoringstructurebehind
Six Si gma trainingand
thededicationoftheBlack
Be lt s haveprovidedthe
momentumnecessarytocompe
l te
thousandsofprojectsatGE.
There's a progression of competency levels beginning with Green Belts —and all employees from clerical
staff up are required to reach this level of proficiency.
Green Belts must complete the required training and
two projects to achieve certification. They must also
complete one additional project and eight hours of
post - certification training each year. While Green Belts
are trained in Six Sigma, they hold non -Six Sigma
positions within the company. New employees are
expected to obtain Green Belt certification within the
first year of employment.
All other "Belts" are 100% Six Sigma assignments and
are selected from the top performers in our talent
pipeline:
♦ Black Belts act as technical and cultural change agents
for quality. They are leaders of small teams implement ing/executing the Six Sigma methodology in business related projects, and they coach Green Belts on their
projects. Today there are more than 4,500 Black Belts
within GE.

♦ Master Black Belts teach, mentor, and develop Six Sig-

THEPAYBACK

ma tools and are full -time teachers of the Six Sigma

To evaluate the payback of the significant commitment

process. Today there are over 800 Master Black Belts

during the initial five -year implementation, we can look

within GE.

at individual projects and the cumulative results of thou-

♦ Champions back and promote the Six Sigma initiative

sands of projects.

and work with executives to help drive initiatives into

One division recently reduced its annual expense for
teleconferencing by $1.5 million encompassing a total of

daily operations and business metrics.
The mentoring structure behind Six Sigma training

19 million minutes. Another team cut customer order
processing time in half. As a rule of thumb, GE managers

ter Black Belts have provided the momentum necessary

expect that each project will save between $50,000 and

to complete thousands of projects at GE.

$150,000.

six

Taking

sigma

and the full -time dedication of the Black Belts and Mas-

Once we had proof that the system
really works, we decided to take
Six Sigma beyond internal projects.
Our group, GE Medical Systems, is
offering its expertise to customers
to enhance value and provide additional benefits.
The healthcare industry continues to experience monumental
changes and tough challenges.
Lower reimbursement, competition,
and consolidation have transformed organizations from a
1980s' model— targeting quality at
all costs —to today's approach
where quality and efficiency must
be the driving forces in the delivery
of care
In the 1990s, the industry saw a
bevy of quality and reengineering
consultants attempt to remedy the
situation, but such efforts at cost
cutting were quickly cancelled by
the need to rehire personnel. Old
operational habits also died hard
for a lack of sustainable change
management that should have included —among other elements —
skills transfer.
The healthcare industry has
quickly responded to the promise
of Six Sigma. As of December
2000, GE Medical Systems reported 1,149 active Six Sigma projects
for customers. GE even created a

toCustomers
service unit expressly dedicated to
providing Six Sigma management
tools and processes to healthcare
organizations requesting more extensive assistance in improving
performance.
Is it working? Yes. Commonwealth Health Corporation, a 478 bed medical center in Kentucky,
began its journey to implement a
Six Sigma improvement culture
over three years ago. Results have
been overwhelming as the medical
center reports a reinvigorated and
transformed management culture.
Within a mere 18 months, errors
in one ordering process were reduced over 90 %, overall operating
expenses had been reduced by
$800,000, and employee survey
results had improved by 20 %.
These results were frorn a single
division within the organization.
Now the medical center has realized improvements in excess of
$1.5 million and is expanding the
program to other areas.
One of the main reasons the
program is working is because
customers determine project
scope, acquire on -site training and
tools, and verify the benefits they
have received. During last year
alone, 466 customer projects were
completed that resulted in $91.2

million in customer benefits. Because it relies on rigorous statistical methods and puts control
mechanisms in place, Six Sigma
actually connects the dots among
quality, cost, process, people, and
accountability.
Some customers are using GE's
Six Sigma program to achieve even
higher measures of success. As
part of their Star Initiative, a system -wide performance improvement effort, Virtua Health of Marlton, N.J., saw the Six Sigma program as an opportunity to vault
their system to the next level of
clinical quality, patient satisfaction,
and financial performance. Walter
Ettinger, M.D., executive vice president at Virtua, credits the partnership with GE and the use of the Six
Sigma program as helping to make
vital changes in the organization.
"The Six Sigma program has provided everyone in the organization
with a common language and took
box for achieving our objectives.
The methodology is sound, and we
have begun to get buy -in from our
medical staff, who are very results
oriented and turned off by initiatives du jour. Our goal is to use Six
Sigma to create an outstanding experience for our patients, which is
the first priority of our Trustees."
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Variationsona

Theme

There are a couple of variations to the DMAIC
process we mentioned. One involves the opportunity
to create a Six Sigma process where there are no
existing processes in place. In this case, participants use a variation of DMAIC called Design for Six
Sigma (DFSS).
Here's an example of an actual DFSS project that
author Sridhar Seshadri completed in working to-

When talking about the payback associated with Six
Sigma, think about popcorn. One kernel popping by itself
(or one project completed) won't make much of a difference. But if you keep the heat on and thousands of kernels pop, you've multiplied the results exponentially. GE
has kept the heat on now for five years, and the results are
in. The following is a summary of some key performance
measures at GE.
SIXSIGMABEGINS: FIVEYEARSLATER:
1995
2000
4.0%
Annual Productivity Gain 1.5%
14.4%
18.4%
Operating Margin
5.8%
9.2%
Inventory Turns

ward his Green Belt certification. In this project, one
of GE's businesses developed and implemented an
entire business plan to provide professional services ranging from project management, systems integration, and consulting services regarding installation of complex medical imaging systems.
Prior to this project, GE typically installed such
equipment with value -added services almost being
an afterthought. The DFSS team — operating under
the notion that the "whole solution" included hardware, software, and professional services —went
through a formal DEFINE and MEASURE phase
where customer requirements and analyses of the
market were rigorously scrutinized.
The team then developed a business plan using a
statistical modeling tool called Crystal Ball. The
"stakeholders," including business leaders and other participants essential to making the project work,
reviewed the business plan. Finally, the process was
test -run at a few customer sites, then formalized

By internal calculations, the benefits of Six Sigma
exceeded $2 billion in 2000. Certainly a four -to -one payback in quality and the associated savings resulting from
reduced cycle times and defects would interest many considering similar options for their organizations.
The lesson we learned at GE is that there is definitely a
payback. Complete dedication to the program and enterprise -wide implementation is attainable and rewarding in
terms of quality, productivity, and the bottom line. ■
Greg Lucier is president and CEO ofGE Medical Systems
Information Technologies. With more than 15 years oftechnology management experience, he joined GE in 1995 as a
manager ofbusiness development and later that year was
named president and general manager ofGE Transportation Systems, GE- Harris Railway Electronics. In 1999 he
became vice president and general manager ofglobal services at GE Medical Systems. He was promoted to his current position in August 2000. You can reach Greg at
Greg..Lucier@med.ge.com.

and implemented.
So how is this different from a traditional rollout of
a new project? First, DFSS applies a level of rigor

Sridhar Seshadri is vice president and general manager of

not consistently seen in traditional business plans —

Healthcare Solutions with GE Medical Information Systems

consistent being the key word. Second, since Six

Information Technologies. He has held this position since

Sigma is "institutionalized," everyone involved imme-

July 2000. Before joining GE Medical Systems in 1998 as

diately understood the details of the project and

business manager, IT Services, he served as lead engineer,

could provide meaningful feedback and advice. Third,

imaging systems, with the University ofPennsylvania's

with project tracking the team was able to review

Radiology Department and launched the Medical Informat-

similar projects across all of GE and learn from

ics Group, responsible for developing Picture Archiving

them. This set of services first implemented in the

and Communication Systems. You can reach Sridhar at

fall of 1999 is now routinely offered in over 90% of

Sridhar.Seshadri@med.ge.com.

customer projects.

Both authors hold Green Belts.
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he emergence of application service providers, or ASPS, reminds

0

me of the expression "everything old is new again." Just as bellbottom pants and platform shoes from the 1970s have resurfaced

(p

as fashion trends, ASPs (which grew out of the "service bureaus" of

� -e

the '70s) appear to be the latest fashion in technology.

0

Modern ASPs give customers Web -based software as an alternative to buying,
installing, and maintaining more expensive internal systems. A few decades ago,
prior to the introduction of the personal computer, hardware was expensive and

0
C

software was difficult to use. Service bureaus provided access to mainframe systems and software on a time -share basis for companies that couldn't afford to
buy large computer systems.
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Today, hardware is a low -cost commodity, while flexible, feature -rich software is affordable and generally easier to use. So why the rise of hosted systems?
One reason is the shortage of skilled IT people to manage PC networks. In the past year, 760,000 open positions
for skilled IT personnel went unfilled, according to International Data Corp. (IDC). Small and medium -sized
enterprises (SMEs) can't find these people, but when they
do, their salary demands are out of reach. Hosted systems
solve this problem by providing centralized IT expertise
that can be shared by several companies.
While ASPS quickly and affordably solve a scarce

manage these functions cost effectively.
The real value of the Internet is just beginning to take
shape as new software is written to run in browsers rather
than in operating systems. These applications have been
built from the ground up in new easier -to- program languages such as Java, Active X, and eXtensible Markup
Language (XML).
As the Internet and software converge, businesses will
want more and more operational and back -office processes migrated to the Internet to leverage the affordable convenience of having application data available anywhere —
and effortlessly upgradeable -24/7.
Forecasts for growth of the ASP
market are staggering. The trend is
clear: A large number of SMEs will
eventually host many, if not most, of
their
plicas
t ons. Business
2.0 magazine
(www.Business2.com) projected that
in 2001
company'sO software purchases will
be for hosted applications.
To confirm this, consider companies now entering the ASP provisioning market. General Motors,
Microsoft, and Sprint, to name a
few, have strategies aimed at providing hosted software services. These
companies have the IT expertise and
financial resources to build a solid,
cost - efficient sales presence in this
new market. Other smaller ASPS are consolidating (Agiliti
and Applicast, for example) to create the critical mass and
broad range of services that ASP customers are demanding. So while some ASPS are failing and will continue to
fail, successful ones are consolidating or attracting more
clients with added services. As a matter of fact, IDC says
ASP revenue could hit $400 billion by 2004!
Even conservative, long- established organizations are
recognizing the importance of the ASP model. One large
trade organization a few months ago announced that it
would provide online services to its membership. Its web site is being developed as a portal from which its members can access a broad range of services, without
exposing them to technical IT support matters.

Successful ASPs are
consolidatin g or a t t r a cting more clients with
a d d e d services ASP
revenue could hit $400
. . .

billion b 2004!
resource issue (just as service bureaus did 30 years ago),
they also enable SMEs to integrate Internet -based business processes that would be too expensive and too
sophisticated to implement and manage in- house. Thus
ASPS may more accurately be described as "business service providers," or BSPs.

SUCCESSANDFAILURE
The extensive focus on business processes instead of
applications is an important distinction between ASPS
and the old approach of facilities management companies. Service bureaus failed because large numbers of
businesses shifted these involved applications in -house at
a lower cost when hardware dropped significantly in price
and applications got easier to use.
But today's emphasis on integrating complex processes
with fast - changing technology (coupled with the shortage
of IT resources) makes it too expensive for many SMEs to

THELATESTMODELS
The "pure play" ASP model is really just a new and more
efficient distribution method for software delivery. A
May 2 0 0 1
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variation of that model —the "managed operations"
ASP — follows suit in a slightly different way by managing
a software application already licensed to subscribers
rather than charging a rental fee for access.
Both models embrace sophisticated infrastructure:
♦ The ASP business umbrella provides the service
contract, including the all- important service level agreement (SLA), as well as billing for the application provisioning and, typically, Level -1 Help Desk support.
♦ The Data Center of an ASP operation houses the hardware, software, and communications infrastructure.
♦ The Independent Software Vendor (ISV) provides the
software that runs in a data center.
♦ Consultants or implementers are required to provide
on -site services such as process consulting, training, and
implementation assistance (since the services that were
needed when purchasing software are still necessary when
renting access to it via the Internet).
♦ The customer subscribes to a service instead of simply
purchasing software out of the box.

FINANCIALBENEFITS
Why should a controller, VP /finance, accounting manager, president, or CEO expend resources to wrap their
arms around the emerging ASP model? Think about the
importance of software to your business.
Software, for the most part, has been doing a stellar job
automating processes so they are more efficient and more
effective. When software is properly assessed, installed,
and used, employees become knowledge workers who
analyze data instead of clerks who input data. This lies at
the heart of one of an SME's most critical goals: to establish integrated systems that improve reporting and data
analysis. These systems allow them to spot trends more
quickly and more often, resulting in sounder, more cost efficient decision making.
Problems with software arise when competitive pressures force vendors to shorten upgrade cycles for adding
or improving functionality. As software becomes more
sophisticated, it also becomes more difficult to implement and maintain.
Software systems have become more flexible, and
therefore more adaptable, to existing processes. But with
flexibility comes complexity. Microsoft Windows, for
example, installs its program components in several
directories. Many different pieces of software must be
integrated to get effective systems. This takes considerable
skill and knowledge, typically more than most small and
medium -sized enterprises can afford.
50
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The need for quick implementation, seamless integration, and faster accommodation of growing numbers of
users has placed increasing demands on IT staff. Unless
these personnel are given dedicated technical resources at
considerable ongoing expense, they can't begin to keep up
with all of the latest advances in technology.
Today the ASP model plays a pivotal role at many companies by allowing financial managers to focus virtually
all of their resources on revenue generation. Using the
model permits the outsourcing of IT management to a
third party specializing in supporting and maintaining
the computer systems it uses.
Major benefits of the ASP model for financial managers at small and medium -sized enterprises include:
1. Fast integration into e- marketplaces,
2. Access to the most sophisticated applications,
3. Outsourcing IT management,
4. More time and resources available to focus on core
competencies,
5. Rapid time to market,
6. Streamlined processes over the Internet, and
7. Vendors forced to be more accountable for ongoing
software performance.
Hosting applications in a data center facilitates participation in e- marketplaces where companies buy and sell
over the Internet. Exchanging business documents and
data electronically provides added benefits such as reducing business cycle time, fewer errors on orders and
invoices, electronic review of pre- established business
terms such as pricing and delivery of goods, and the ability to increase the volume of orders that can be managed
at any given time.
These benefits have been touted by the Electronic Data
Interchange(EDI) community for years but never fully
realized. Here's why.
Many small and medium -sized businesses were forced
into EDI to conduct business with the Fortune Global
2000. They resisted EDI systems because they didn't see the
value of deploying EDI in their businesses. The value wasn't there because most of these businesses implemented
what is affectionately called "rip and read" EDI.Companies
would receive an EDI purchase order from a customer only
to print and manually enter it into their accounting system. There was no application -to- application integration.
Companies who integrated EDI documents directly
into their accounting system received huge productivity
gains and cost savings. They were the fortunate few who
had staff who could install and manage the system with
top management who understood the benefits of integra-

tion and made sure these systems were connected to the
accounting back office.

POWERHOUSERELIEF
The ASP model allows SMEs to access powerful application services that they couldn't run in- house. These applications are maintained and upgraded on an ongoing
basis -24 hours a day, seven days a week.
The model addresses the shortage of IT skills these

inefficiency.
The Internet is here to stay. Low -cost, high - availability
bandwidth is now available to SMEs in most markets
through digital subscriber lines (DSL) for less than $50
per month. Small businesses must take the time to
explore the advantages of the New Economy and new
communications infrastructures to determine how best to
Web - enable their businesses.
With ASPS, all the operational technology of a business

Using an ASP can
reduce the time it
takes to access new
systems to days.
businesses face. It also promotes specialization of function. Executives focus on running the business while
someone else manages the systems and infrastructure
needed to process transactions and data. New users and
new features can be added to application and process systems much more quickly and easily since the systems are
already running in the ASP's data center.
Not only does the ASP model provide applications and
expertise for SMEs to quickly realize the benefits of
e- marketplaces, but they provide access to sophisticated
applications that a small business can't run in- house. The
ASP approach also provides an efficient method of outsourcing IT management of these applications with better
security and backup of company data.

MOVINGATINTERNETSPEED
In many industries, time to market is increasingly critical.
When a midsize company reorganizes into profit centers,
the change often requires an inordinate amount of time
to purchase hardware, set up a new network, and get software processes running smoothly. This can take months.
Using an ASP can reduce the time it takes to access new
systems to days.
Businesses today need to run at Internet speed. This
means not only quick implementation time but also
streamlined business processes to eliminate waste and

can be integrated much more readily. Integration is the
key to "e" success. E- business is all about the ability to
reduce or eliminate manual processes — between employees, between a company and its customers, and between a
company and its suppliers.

HIGHERLEVELOFACCOUNTABILITY
One of the most important benefits of the ASP model is
the new level of accountability that software vendors
must provide for their applications. The inefficient ones
can no longer hide behind business partners and shoddy
technical support. The service level agreement that ASPS
provide to subscribers provides guarantees on performance, uptime, and availability of the rented application.
While the benefits of the ASP model in and of themselves might seem compelling to a small business, the
success of the model is based on the ability of the ASP to
deliver quality services. To obtain that, the SME must follow a clear set of criteria that determines how service
quality will be measured. The SME's financial manager
will also need to understand the role of the service level
agreement. ■
Robert Lavery is vice president, strategic alliances at
ACCPAC International, Inc. ( www.accpac.com) in
Pleasanton, Calif.
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COMMUNICATIONS
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SURETHEYDO.
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Heavy hitters such as Starbucks, Gap, Merck, Pepsi, and Traveler's Group offer stock options to most of their employees as
part of their benefits plans. They're not alone. As of February
15, 2001, approximately 14,232,762 U.S. optionees were in the
mon ey for approxim at el y $468,493,975, 426. An d t he number

of eligible employees has increased in recent years. According
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to human resources consulting firm Watson Wyatt Worldwide,
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19% of employees at more than 1,300 companies were eligible
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for options in 1999, up 7% from 1998.
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Although many companies are offering plans, some
aren't communicating with employees about them, so
employees might not understand their options. If they
don't understand them, how can they appreciate them? A
carefully planned communications program is the solution. If you do this right, you'll maximize employee
appreciation —and understanding —of the significant
benefits that options represent to employees.
An effective program will communicate the goals and
mechanics, as well as give employees at least an awareness
of basic financial planning concepts. Using several methods of communication, the program should be an ongoing process that's a company priority — regardless of
whether the stock is up or down. Here's a roadmap to
help you ensure your company communicates key elements regarding stock option programs.

COMMUNICATEGOALS
Whatever the program's goals— retention, compensation,
motivation, morale, alignment of employee and shareholder interests — employees must realize what the company wants to accomplish with its stock option program.
Otherwise, it's unrealistic to expect them to support the
program.
Once you've clearly identified the goals, employees
must see what they can do to advance them. For example,
if the goal is to encourage employees to work harder, then
employees should realize how their hard work could
increase the stock value and benefit them through their
participation in the stock option program. This will
require that employees comprehend general as well as
specific market factors that may disproportionately affect
the stock price. Again, the company should communicate
this information.
Keep in mind that the goals of a stock option program
will resonate with employees only after they have a general understanding of the value of their options. You should
convey the value of those options to them as a potentially
meaningful reward at the individual level. If employees
don't view the options as a potential personal reward,
they are considerably less likely to commit to the stock
option program.
Granted, the value of options to an individual
employee is a complex question. After all, they may reason that any individual, not just an employee, could purchase the company's stock at its market price. That's why
they need to know that the value of their options can be
determined only over time, specifically over the relevant
option period.
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if the goal is to
encourage employees
to work harder, then
employees should
realize how their hard
work could increase
the stock value...
Any explanation regarding the value of options should
be simple and brief. You can use an example that assumes
a 10% increase in the stock price over a 10 -year period to
demonstrate the value options may accrue over time. Of
course, no company can predict its future stock price
increase, so it must be clear that the example is only for
illustrative purposes and may not represent actual option
value to employees. You could also discuss the
Black - Scholes valuation model that many companies use
to value options for accounting purposes. If you do, be
careful that employees don't assume the model provides a
target value for their options, possibly causing them to
exercise and sell prematurely. Although employees should
have a basic understanding of the value of their options
and a reasonable expectation of future value, option valuation models are extremely complicated.
Like employees, shareholders should also know the
goals of a stock option program so they can provide complete support to the issuance and exercise of stock
options. Shareholders, like employees, must believe that
the option program is to their ultimate benefit.

COMMUNICATEFUNDAMENTALS
Although stock option goals and valuation are the essential building blocks of understanding, they will be meaningful to employees only if employees grasp the workings
of their option program. That's why a basic education
about exercising options and buying stock is so important. Education concerning a stock option program
should include basic definitions, method of exercise, tax
treatment, deferral of exercise, and legal and plan requirements. Let's take a closer look at these fundamentals.

sale gain from ordinary income to capital gain, exercising
early doesn't increase individual employee return if the
stock continues to appreciate. To the contrary, early exercise can substantially reduce employee return on a stock
that continues to appreciate. As you can see, it's important to make employees aware of this common mistake.

LegalandPlanRequirements
Employees should be educated about legal restrictions or
restrictions set forth in either the stock option plan or the
option agreement provided to the employee at the time
of grant.

COMMUNICATEFUNDAMENTALSOFFINANCIAL
PLANNING

BasicDefinitions
Employees should learn basic definitions such as option,
grant, vest, exercise, and lapse. Unless employees have a
grasp of these basic definitions, they can't begin to appreciate a company's stock option program.

MethodofExercise
Employees need to know the steps required to exercise an
option, including when they can exercise, whom they
contact, whether they need cash, and the information
required to effect exercise. This information should be in
a printed format and include relevant individuals, Web
pages, and telephone numbers.

TaxTreatment
Tax treatment of stock options is a particularly complex
subject. If handled incorrectly, it can substantially diminish stock option profit that might otherwise accrue to an
employee. Of course, it's impractical to teach employees
to manage their own taxes with regard to options transactions. You can help employees by advising them to
carefully evaluate tax issues before they execute any
options transaction. If you want to provide specifics,
begin with concepts such as ordinary income tax, capital
gains tax, and alternative minimum tax. At a more
sophisticated level, you can review 83(b) elections, holding periods, and the tax distinctions between employee
nonqualified stock options, incentive stock options, and
an employee stock purchase plan.

Deferral of Exercise
,AIthuu,h�cxci� ising�changes�the�character�of�the�stock

To make the best possible decisions concerning employee
options, each option decision should be evaluated in the
context of the individual employee's overall financial circumstances. Although you can't undertake such individual evaluation, you should provide fundamental financial
planning information as it specifically relates to the
employee stock options. Investment diversification, risk
assessment, and retirement planning should be addressed
in such a focused education program.

InvestmentDiversification
Employees need to become familiar with the concept of
investment diversification—the proverbial idea of not
putting all your eggs in one basket. On the surface, this
idea appears so simple. Yet employees often have an
almost unshakeable belief that their company is the best
available investment, and this is particularly true when
the stock has enjoyed a sharp and substantial increase in
value. Such employees are often staunchly committed to
their company's stock—sometimes the only stock owned
by�many�employees�—and�can't be persuaded to diversify
their holdings. To help convince such employees, refer to
examples of comparable stocks that have recently experienced a significant and unanticipated decline in value.

RiskAssessment
Employees often have no plan to manage unexpected
risks such as death, disability, and employment termination. Such events typically catch them by surprise,
leaving them uninformed about the substantial impact
on their stock options. Employees should be aware of
how much time they have to exercise their options in
the event of disability or termination, and they also
should make their family members aware that options
Ma y 2 0 0 1 1 STRATEGIC FINANCE
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must be exercised within a limited period of time from
an employee's death.

RetirementPlanning
A company should advise its employees of the option
program rules that determine stock option treatment at
retirement. They need to know if there's a limited period
of time from retirement to exercise their options and
whether the plan may immediately vest all options when
the employee turns 65. More senior employees should be
presented with a general
explanation of key financial
planning issues for retirement, basics of estate planning, and a knowledge of
how to maximize the value
of their stock options within the framework of estate
planning. If they don't
thoroughly understand the role that stock options may
have in financing retirement, retired employees may find
themselves without sufficient funds to support the
lifestyle they desire.

documents. In addition, a handy reference sheet
should direct employees to appropriate human
resources and finance individuals, company website
addresses, and any stipulated brokerage relationship.
Beyond that, answers to frequently asked questions,
additional stock option or financial websites, and a
listing of books that explain stock options might be
helpful. Books worth referencing include Consider
Your Options; Employee Stock Options: A Strategic
Planning Guide for the 21st Century Optionaire; and
Stock Options: An Authoritative Guide to Incentive
and Nonqualifted Stock
Options.
To round out the methods, hold company meetings to communicate the
program's goals as well as its
mechanics. Because of the
critical importance of stock option issues, these meetings
should be mandatory. To help make clear that the company has a serious commitment to its stock option plan, it's
helpful for senior management to assume a role in the
meeting. For instance, senior management might explain
the option program goals or simply make a point of
being present.
Regardless of the communication methods, it's critical
to manage employee expectations in both good and bad
markets. In good markets, employees often have unrealistic expectations of personal profit from their options. In
bad markets, employees often become overly disillusioned
with the performance of company stock, perhaps causing
them to seek other employment or to sell their stock.
Managing employee expectations is an ongoing process —
not a topic limited to a single market condition.

it's critical t o m a n a ge
employee expectations in both good
and bad markets...

COMMUNICATEOFTEN
E- mails. Websites. Voicemails. Employee meetings. Written materials. The ideal program uses a variety of communication methods to provide employees with
information when, where, and how they want it. Since
different methods of communication have their relative
strengths and weaknesses and because individual employees may prefer one method to another, it's wise to use
several tactics.
Of all the methods, websites have become the most
common approach in making stock option information
available because they have several advantages for both the
company and employees. A website offers an almost limitless amount of stock option information. Information can
be disseminated quickly and modified inexpensively.
Employees can access it easily, privately, and immediately.
With all these advantages, it's tempting to use Web -based
information to the exclusion of written materials and
company meetings. This isn't a good idea. Despite the
advantages of Web -based option information, some
employees remain uncomfortable with accessing information electronically, and even those who make regular use
of electronic information may simply ignore the website.
Another key communication method is written
materials, which should include grant letters and plan
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SEIZETHEOPPORTUNITY
With the dramatically increased use of employee stock
option programs, companies have an obligation to provide their employees with timely and useful information
concerning these options. Don't squander this opportunity, but seize it as a way to maximize employees' understanding and appreciation of their stock options. ■
Maureen Kerrigan is a manager at Deloitte & Touche in its
Private Client Advisors Group. She provides comprehensive
financial planning to high- net -worth individuals and does
significant stock option consulting. You can reach Maureen
at (703) 251 -1416 or mkerrigan @deloitte.com.
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Ethics

Top 10 Reasons
Is Increas ing in
What are you going to do about it?
BY W . ST EVE AL BR EC HT , C P A , AND DAVID J . SEARCY

io

veryone knows fraud occurs and is
increasing both in frequency and
amount, but do you know why? Unfortunately, many people buy into myths
about fraud, which only helps perpetuate the problem. Where does your organization stand with the top 10?
n You believe fraud affects only other

organizations and is a more serious problem
in other countries than in the U.S.
Ironically, organizations that deny the threat, conceal
major incidences of fraud, or believe fraud is a problem
that happens only in other organizations have higher
rates of fraud than other companies. If you work for a
company in the U.S., chances are high that fraud takes
place because the U.S. has the 16th highest fraud rate in
the world.
Last year more than 50% of large U.S. corporations
were victims of frauds that cost each corporation more
than $500,000 on average. And the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners estimates that total fraud in the
U.S. could exceed $400 billion per year— that's an average
of $9 per employee per day. Put another way, U.S. organi58
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zations lose between 1% and 6% of revenues to employee
fraud. As you can see, your company isn't immune.

9■

You believe your employees are honest
and wouldn't commit fraud.

You want to trust your employees, and
your employees want to feel trusted, but
there's a fine line between trusting your
employees and being naive. So you need
to make your employees feel trusted yet
have controls in place to prevent that one
dishonest employee from destroying your business.
If you want to prevent fraud —and who doesn't? —you
must eliminate one or more of these three elements: perceived pressure, perceived opportunity, and rationalization. Only these three elements, which make up what's
called the fraud triangle, are needed to make an honest
employee do dishonest things. Perceived pressure can be
anything from pressure at work to produce results to
pressure to cover personal financial obligations. Perceived
opportunity is the perception that someone can commit
fraud without getting caught. And rationalization is how
employees convince themselves that there's really nothing
wrong with their actions.

why

Fra

ffieU,,S.
S ■ You believe that if fraud is occurring in
your organization, your employees will tell you
and, if they don't, your auditors will find it.
Employees often know that fraud is
occurring, but here are some of the
most common reasons honest
employees don't come forward:
♦ Whistleblower fears,
• Only see symptoms —not sure it's fraud,
• Don't want to wrongly accuse someone,
• Don't know who to tell, and /or
• Firms don't make it easy to tell.
To alleviate these obstacles, you can provide fraud
training so employees recognize the symptoms. They will
also learn that reporting a suspected fraud is different
from wrongly accusing someone because the suspected
employee will suffer no negative repercussions unless the
concerns can be substantiated. You can also establish a
hotline that employees can call if they suspect fraud. The
method is easy, and no one else has to know the informant's identity.
As for counting on your auditors to catch fraud, keep
in mind auditors only detect about 19% of all frauds that
eventually come to light. Virtually all other frauds are

uncovered by accident, chance, or tips from people like
relatives and co- workers.

7■

You believe that fraud wouldn't be very
costly to your organization.
It may surprise you, but fraud losses reduce net income
dollar for dollar. If your profit margin is 10 %, your revenues must increase by 10 times the losses to recover the
effect of the fraud on net income. Consider General
Motors (GM) and its $436 million fraud loss in the early
1990s. If,for example, GM has a 10% profit margin, then
the company would have to increase revenues by $4.36
billion to compensate for the fraud. That's a lot of cars!
At an average selling price of $20,000 per car, they would
have to sell 218,000 extra cars to achieve that kind of
increase to revenues. Of course, GM isn't the only company to experience the grave cost of fraud, especially since
statistics from the annual KPMG fraud survey found that
the average size of fraud increased by more than 220%
from 1994 to 1998.
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6 ■ You believe you must not let anyone

3 ■ You believe that even if fraud were a

outside your organization know about fraud
in your organization.

problem in your organization, there's nothing
you can do to prevent it.

The fact that it happened to you doesn't mean that you're
a bad manager or executive or that your company is a
bad company. Smart companies will welcome the idea of
having a similar organization with which they could
share ideas. Hiding the fraud from other organizations
only denies you the opportunity of learning from their
experiences. Otherwise, you're left to reinvent the wheel.

An ounce of prevention is better than a pound of cure
couldn't be truer where fraud is concerned. There are two
major factors involved in preventing fraud. The first factor creates a culture that takes away opportunities to
commit fraud and has the following five components:
1. Hire honest people and then provide fraud awareness
training.
2. Create a positive work environment.
3. Have a well- understood and respected code of ethics.
4. Provide an employee assistance program (EAP) that
helps employees deal with personal pressures.
5. Create an expectation that dishonesty will be
punished.
The positive results of creating low -fraud environments include better - trained employees, working environments that support honesty, and a commitment to
enforcing controls that should prevent fraud from occurring in the first place. As you can see, the methods to create a culture of honesty, openness, and assistance are
directed at preventing employees from feeling enough
pressure to make them willing to commit fraud and at
eliminating employees' ability to rationalize that fraudulent activity isn't really wrong.
The second factor is directed at eliminating opportunities to commit fraud. Here are six ways to do that:
1. Have a good system of internal controls.
2. Discourage collusion between employees and
customers or vendors.
3. Clearly inform vendors and other outside contacts of
the company's policies against fraud.
4. Monitor employees.
5. Provide a hotline for anonymous tips.
6. Conduct proactive auditing.
Remember, you only have to get rid of one of the elements of the fraud triangle to drastically reduce the risk
of fraud in your organization.

5 ■ You believe that the preferred action is to
quickly and quietly terminate the perpetrator
and not worry about contacting law enforcement or anyone else.
When you let a fraud perpetrator off easy, you're setting
up your organization, as well as someone else's, for more
fraud. Research shows that when employees are merely
terminated, they don't even tell their loved ones (wife,
children, etc.) that they've committed fraud. Unless
white -collar criminals are forced to face embarrassment
from their acts, their recidivism rates are high. The other
downside is that lenient treatment of fraud sends a signal
to other employees that your company is permissive.

4o

You believe your organization has good
controls to prevent fraud.

Even when a corporation has good controls in place, fraud can still occur. Take,
for example, a large bank that had a set
of swinging glass doors between two
departments. According to the controls,
those doors were supposed to be locked
shut at all times, but in reality they
were usually closed, but unlocked— except when auditors were there.
One day, the truth about the effectiveness of the
"locked doors" came out. A young lady with her arms
full. of books and files kicked the door to open it, but the
door was locked to please the auditors, and the young
lady broke her foot. For each time auditors catch people
running into glass doors, how many times do you suppose auditors believe ineffective controls are working
just fine?
Trying to break apart the fraud triangle by focusing
all your energy on eliminating opportunities to commit
fraud is like trying to put out a skyscraper fire with a
garden hose —there are too many other elements to
worry about.
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2■ You don't believe there are proactive
ways to detect fraud.
For years, people thought they had to wait until fraud
came to them to detect it. Smart managers today realize
being proactive costs less because you're likely to detect
fraud much, much sooner than you would if you waited
for it to come to you.
One of the most common types of fraud is theft of
cash in retail establishments. Employees neglect to enter a

payment or enter an amount less than what the customer
paid and then pocket the extra cash. An owner of one ice cream store found a creative way to deal with this problem. A sign on the wall behind the cashier directs
customers to call the manager if they have problems with
the service. Another says, "If you get a star on your sales
receipt, you receive a free sundae." The hopes of winning
a free sundae will motivate virtually all patrons to ask
for —and inspect —their sales receipts. In order for the
cashier to give the customer a receipt, the employee must
enter the sale into the cash register, which takes care of
any problems of unrecorded sales. When a customer
notices a discrepancy, the customer will find it very easy
to call the manager because the manager's number is provided on the other big poster. Great fraud protection for
the price of two posters and a few sundaes.
Preventing fraud costs much less than detecting or
investigating fraud. There are three key reasons for this.
First, you generally need to hire trained fraud investigation professionals to spend many hours searching for
fraud. Second, you can safely assume you will never
recover all of the money that was stolen. Fraud perpetrators generally blow the money on gambling and other
costly habits, and even if they buy tangible assets like
boats, houses, and cars, and you manage to seize all of
these assets when the fraudster is caught, you never get
out of the assets what was paid for them. Not a chance.
Third, investors and creditors will almost always sue the
company after they discover that they've been defrauded
of part or all of their investments.
Computers make fraud detection much easier than
ever before. Many companies now have proactive fraud
detection programs that involve the following four steps:
1. Identify fraud exposures.
2. Identify the symptoms frauds would generate.

3. Program accounting systems and other systems to
look for fraud symptoms.
4. Follow up on symptoms observed.

1 ■ You believe that fraud is only a problem
for law enforcement officials.
Our law enforcers are too busy to detect
fraud. Crimes involving personal
or loss of life usually demand
more immediate attention by
police officers than do frauds
where "no one is really hurt
except a big organization that
can afford it anyway." Sure the
detectives have great investigative skills, but being a fraud inve;
requires something more: a measure of
financial knowledge.
Now that you've a gained a little more knowledge
about fraud, your company can be among the growing
number of companies experiencing fraud in the U.S., or
you can take proactive steps to prevent, detect, and investigate fraud in your organization. You decide. ■
W. Steve Albrecht, CPA, CIA, CFE, Ph.D., is the Arthur
Andersen 6- Co. Alumni Professor of Accountancy and the
associate dean of the Marriott School at Brigham Young
University. He has consulted with numerous organizations,
written three books on white- collar crime and fraud, and
has been an expert witness in some of the largest fraud cases
in the U.S. You can reach Steve at(801) 378 -3154 or at
steve_albrecht @byu, edu.
Dave Searcy is a fraud consultant at Deloitte & Touche in
Dallas. You can reach Dave at(800) 877 -4725.
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There are benefits

and drawbacks,
so make sure you
check out all your

options and can
afford to take the
plunge.
BY M IL T O N ZALL
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ou love your job

(well, maybe). You
enjoy your colleagues. But you're
working hard, and
you don't know if you can keep up
the pace forever —or want to. You're
thinking you may want to try for an
early retirement, like maybe at 55.
But before you take the plunge, there
are a number of issues you'll have to
carefully consider.

TAXATIONOFRETIREMENT
BENEFITS
Many workers would like to quit
their present job long before the traditional retirement age of 65.Some
in their 50s are heading for the exits
even before they turn 591/2, the age
at which they're eligible to access the
funds in their IRAs and company
retirement plans without paying an
early - withdrawal penalty.

But if you're careful, you can avoid
this 10% penalty. An employee isn't
subject to a 10% penalty tax on a
complete distribution from an
employer plan (including a 401(k)
plan) if (i) the employee terminates
employment after age 55 and
(ii) receives a complete plan distribution following termination of
employment. It doesn't matter if you
quit, are fired, or retire, just as long
as your employment termination
occurs after age 55.But if you roll
over a portion of your distribution
to an IRA and later take distributions
from the IRA before age 591/2, those
distributions will be subject to a 10%
penalty tax— unless another exception applies, which I'll get to shortly.
But it may be a big mistake to
forego the IRA rollover option and
pay income tax on your entire 401(k)
or other employer - planned distribution just to avoid the 10% penalty

tax. You should consult with a competent financial planner to determine what the best strategy is for
deferring tax on your distribution. It
may be best to roll over some and
pay tax on some.
One solution for early retirees
who want to access their IRA prior

to age 591/2 is to follow the "substantially equal periodic payments rule."
Under that rule, you can take money
out of your individual retirement
account without penalty as long as
you agree to withdraw a set amount
every year that's based on your life
expectancy or the joint life expectan-

cy of you and your retirement plan beneficiary for at
least five years or until you
reach age 591/2, whichever
comes later. But penalty taxes
will be recaptured by the IRS
(with interest) if you alter
your periodic payments
before the later of age 591/2
or five years. Incidentally, the
"substantially equal periodic
payments rule" also applies
to periodic withdrawals from
your employer's retirement
plan before age 591/2.An
employer, however, isn't
required by law to permit periodic
withdrawals, and employers frown
on this practice for employees who
have left their jobs.

ANOTHEROPTION
There's another, less complicated
choice that's available to you, but
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M AN Y PEO PLE F I N D THEIR SE C ON D
CAREER VERY FU LF I LL IN G AND W I S H
TH E Y' D M AD E THE M O V E S O O N E R .

you've got to meet all of the following requirements. If you do, you can
take out as much as you want without paying a 10% penalty, as long as
these conditions are met:
♦ You must be 55 in the year you
retire. You must turn 55 by Dec. 31
of that year.
♦ You must have a retirement plan
through your employer, such as a
401(k).
♦ You must quit your job. You can't
make an early withdrawal from your
employer's retirement plan unless
you "separate from service," the IRS
says. Now quitting your job in the
year you turn 55 may have some other repercussions. You may lose some
benefits that you would otherwise get
if you terminated your employment
at a later date. So review this option
very carefully with a financial planner. If you get the green light and
meet the above criteria, you can
withdraw as much or as little as you
want from your 401(k) plan without
paying the standard 10% early -withdrawal penalty. You can go to work
for another company or even return
to work for your current employer at
some later date. But be careful: The
strategy falls apart if you retire in the
year prior to the year you attain age
55,even if you postpone receiving
your retirement benefits until you
reach 55.

SECONDCAREER
If you retire early, you can pursue a
second career. Many people find
their second career very fulfilling
and wish they'd made the move
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sooner. They wonder why they
endured a job they disliked for so
many years. But a second career isn't
for everyone. You've got to have
some marketable skill that will
enable you to find a new job or start
your own business. If a second
career is what you have in mind, you
should thoroughly investigate the
opportunities that are out there.
Make sure you're being realistic. If.
possible, try to get a part -time job in
the evening, or try moonlighting in
your own business while you're still
employed. That'll give you a solid
basis for determining whether a second career is a realistic option.

LEISUREOPPORTUNITIES
Retiring early will allow you to pursue a variety of interests that you just
don't have the time for while you're
working. You can travel, do volunteer
work, catch up on your reading and
various hobbies — whatever. Many
people spend their retirement years
engaged in various leisure activities.
But once again, don't take the plunge
until you've given some thought to
what you're going to do. Don't quit
your job without a carefully thought out plan —even if you hate your job.
You could be jumping out of the frying pan and into the fire. Having
nothing to do, day after day, can be
quite stressful. Some people just need
to keep busy but aren't self- motivated. If that's your makeup, recognize
it, and deal with it —don't delude
yourself into thinking you'll find
ways to spend your leisure time on
your own. It's not going to happen.

On the other hand, if you know
exactly how you will spend your
leisure time and are a self- starter,
go for it! If you're not sure, try to
arrange for a leave of absence, say
for three months, and see how you
do. Or work three days a week.

FINANCIALCONSIDERATIONS
But before you tell your boss just
what you think of your job and the
company's management policies,
consider these drawbacks to withdrawing the money in your retirement plan by using the age 55
exception:
♦ You'll owe income taxes on the
money you take out. For example,
say you quit your job at age 55 and
take out $200,000. You'll be taxed on
the entire amount in the year you
take it out. The withdrawal could
push you into a higher tax bracket,
increasing your tax liability.
♦ You may not be allowed to spread
out withdrawals from your 401(k)
plan. Your employer may allow you
to withdraw money from your retirement plan as you need it, but many
employers won't agree to that
because of the administrative
headaches. If that's how it is with
your company, you can take it all out
in one lump sum, but you'll have to
pay taxes on the entire amount.
Alternatively, you can withdraw what

you need and roll the rest into an
IRA. But once it's in an IRA, you
can't make penalty -free withdrawals
until age 591/2 unless you use the
"substantially equal periodic payments rule." This may not match
your financial needs and put you
behind the eight ball.
If you own company stock that has
appreciated in value through your
employer's retirement plan, you may
be better off taking an immediate tax
hit — including a 10% early withdrawal penalty —with appreciated
shares of company stock. Here's why:

your 401(k) when you quit, you'll
face a hefty tax bill. But if you take
out too little and find it necessary to
access your IRA before you turn
591/2, you'll have to pay a 10% penalty on any money you withdraw, along
with income taxes. Unless you have a
huge amount of money in your IRA,
withdrawals under the "substantially
equal periodic payments rule" are
going to be pretty small. For example,
say you've got $100,000 in an IRA
and you're 55.Your life expectancy is
approximately 30 years, so you can
withdraw 1/30 of the $100,000 in

Your post- retirement expenses
may be greater than you anticipate.
Many early retirees underestimate
their living expenses after retirement. Sure, you'll save on commuting costs, clothing, and dry - cleaning
bills, but other expenses could
increase. For example, Medicare
doesn't kick in until you're 65, so
you may need to buy your own
health insurance. And regardless of
the type of insurance you have,
you'll be spending more on healthcare as you grow older. If your children don't live nearby, you'll want to

RE TI R I N G EARLY AND W I TH D R AW I N G
YOUR RE TIR E ME N T P L AN M O N E Y CAN
RESULT I N A S I G N I F I C AN T LOSS OF
TAX - DEFERRED E AR N I N G S .
your IRA. That comes to $3333.33
each year. That's not going to be a
great help to you.
It you

place all your company stock
into an IRA rollover, you'll be taxed
at your normal income tax rate when
you start liquidating the stock and
pulling the money out at retirement.
If instead you decide to roll the stock
over into a taxable account, you'll
only pay taxes on the cost basis of the
stock, the amount that you paid for
the stock over the years. You won't
pay any taxes on the appreciation
until you sell shares. And then, you'll
only owe long -term capital gains taxes on the appreciation, with a maximum tax rate of 20 %.

DECISIONS,DECISIONS
Retiring early is going to require you
to make some hard choices. If you
withdraw too much money from

PITFALLSTOAVOID
If you withdraw your 401(k) plan
money when you leave your job,
you'll have just 60 days to deposit
the money you don't need into an
IRA. If you miss that deadline, the
IRS will tax the entire amount at
your ordinary income rate. A safer
approach is to figure out how much
you'll need and ask your employer to
deposit the rest directly into an IRA.
Many employers will agree to such
an arrangement, eliminating the risk
that you'll miss the 60 -day deadline.
Retiring early and withdrawing
your retirement plan money can
result in a significant loss of tax deferred earnings. Working a few
more years might enable you to greatly increase the size of your nest egg.

visit them and your grandchildren —
and that costs money. So do toys and
other gifts for your grandchildren.
Don't believe the conventional wisdom that you'll only need 75% of
your pre- retirement income.
So who should consider retiring
early and taking their money out of
their retirement plan? It makes sense
if you're considering leaving your
current job and need just a small
amount to tide you over until you
turn 591/2. It's also a good idea if you
have other sources of income, such
as nonretirement savings or a part time job. ■
Milton Zall is a freelance writer
who specializes in taxes, investments,
and HRIbusiness issues. He is a
Certified Internal Auditor and a
Registered Investment Advisor. He
can be reached via e-mail at
miltzall@stawower.net.
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The Olympus
Photo Printing
Solution
The Olympus P -400
printer is like a color
darkroom that can be set
up on a desk. The prints it
produces are laminated,
high -gloss images composed of three layers of
color from a dye- sublimation process. You can
input what you want to
print through a PC connection (USB or Parallel
Port), or you can take the
Smart card from your digital camera, insert it into a
slot on the printer, and do
an index print of up to
260 pictures from the
card, select several for an
album photo, or just do
one 8 x 10. There is also a
slot for a PC card. There is
an LCD display to guide
picture selection, and you
can adjust color, brightness, and sharpness on the
printer as well as select
color, sepia, or black -andwhite modes. The output

Olympus P -400
Printer
68
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is indistinguishable from
quality lab- produced photos. The P -400 has a place
in commercial photo studios as well as architects,
real- estate, insurance, and
medical offices. Printing
time is approximately 90
seconds with a cost of less
than $2 for an 8.25 x 11.7
print. The P -400is the
first dye - sublimation
printer under $1,000.
Circle No. 50.
www.olyml2usamerica.com

Kodak mc3
Multimedia
If you never leave home or
the office without your
Palm Pilot, Kodak now
has something for your
other pocket —the mc3.
It's a videocam, still camera, and Internet music
player in a pocketable 2.6
X 4.1-inch blue and black
plastic pack that weighs
less than 51/2 ounces.
Going out to interview
someone? Videotape
them. You need specs and
images of the product
line? Take a few hundred
still images. And on your
way out to the site, put in
a card with MP3 downloads and plug the unit
into the car stereo or
headphones. Compact Flash cards provide the
memory, and a 64 MB
card can hold 20 minutes
of video in Quick Time
format, or the same card
could hold I1 hours of
music or 600 still images.
Playback for the images is
2001

Kodak mc3
available in preview on
the full -color LCD screen,
on your TV or computer,
and there is a slide -show
function for stills. The
Quick Time format creates files small enough to
be e- mailed, and the MP3
files are managed with
Real Jukebox software.
Circle No. 51.
www.kodak.com

IBM's Dual
Notetaking
Bridging the gap between
the predigital and now,
IBM's new ThinkPad
TransNote combines
handwritten and typed
notes in the same folding
portfolio. In two versions
(for right- or left- handed

writers), the mobile
computer combines a
600 MHz ThinkPad with
a ThinkScribel notepad
and digital pen. You can
use both sides simultaneously or fold one over the
other and just type or
handwrite with the other
function put away. On the
handwritten side, the
ThinkScribe uses a digital
pen and flash memory to
save up to 50 pages of
notes before you transfer
them over to the
ThinkPad. Ink Manager
Pro software saves the
notes and drawings for
insertion into word
processing documents or
e -mail. It also manages
handwritten to -dos and

IBM ThinkPad TransNote

phone messages. You don't

ing at an image that is the

need to have the laptop on

equivalent of a 52 -inch

to use the pad.

big screen from a distance

ThinkScribe uses stan-

of about 61/z feet. The Eye -

P2P—ARevolution
Waits I Michael Castelluccio, Editor

dard notepad refills, but

Trek uses a "free- shaped

■ THE GOOD SHIP NAPSTER IS TAKING ON WATER,

the pen is special, and the

prism" that produces

and the crackling of harnessed wiring doesn't bode

unit doesn't have hand-

superior brightness and is

well for the file- sharing site. It looks like the great ex-

writing recognition —your

lighter than units using

periment in peer -to -peer distribution (P2P) will soon be

notes are notes and appear

concave mirror optics.

over. Or will it?

in your handwriting

The FMDs weigh less than

After some tinkering with Pig Latin encoders to mix

wherever they are saved.

four ounces and can even

up the names of the songs being shared (Napster was

On the laptop side, the

told by the court to block access to copyright titles),

features include an Intel®

be worn over glasses. The
display units can be con-

many users are jumping ship to other P2P conduits like

Mobile Pentium III

nected to VCRs, Video CD

Gnutella and Freenet. These content distributors are

processor, 64 MB

players, LD and DVD

what Napster never was —true P2P file- swapping

SDRAM, 10 GB hard disk

players, video cameras, TV

exchanges. Unlike Napster, which has centralized con-

drive, two USB ports, and

and video game systems

trol over the file systems, these systems treat each

PC Card and Compact -

using audio /video output

computer node on the network as a peer, a true equal.

Flash slots. The F1ipTouch

jacks, or a computer

The Gnutella software lets a user store, distribute, and

touch screen can be used

equipped with a VGA port

search for files on the network. FreeNet is even more

with a stylus or your fin-

and audio port. The

general purpose, more elaborate, and more difficult to

ger and can be raised to

sound output is in the

use. To be a FreeNet user, you download the server

any angle or used flat. The

earstems, and the bass /tre-

software, hand out the address to your machine, and

TrackPoint pointing

ble can be adjusted along

then host and serve files to the rest of the network. It

device provides cursor

with a "surround" control.

prefers that your machine be on all the time, and you

control with press -to-

The image can be adjusted

don't even know what files are on your computer

select and Internet scroll

by selecting contrast, tint,

because retrieved files are copied along the way to

bar. Folded, the TransNote

and color in the menu.

other nodes. The material is distributed throughout the

is 12.6 x 11.1 x 1.3 inches

The user can also adjust

network.

and weighs less than 51/2

the nose pad to fit the dis-

pounds. Circle No. 52.
www.ibm.com /thinkpad

play unit in the optimum

The World's Biggest Computer

viewing position. With

Remember time - sharing? A company would buy a large

computer or DVD players,

computer and then dole out time shares to depart-

you can have privacy and

ments. Any downtime would be a terrible waste of the

not disturb others around

resource. But what do we have now with company net-

you.
www.olyml2us- eye- trek.com

them apart? A terrible waste. Actually, it's the central

A Room of
Your Own
Olympus has added a new
model in its Eye -Trek line

works —PCs all linked together in a system that keeps

of products. The

server that keeps everything apart because everything

new FMD -700 is

that goes on has to go through "server central." What

a portable big

would happen if each node (PC) were set up as a

screen about the

server and a host in a peer -to -peer architecture? The

size of a pair of

network size would be the same, but you would have

sunglasses. The

created a very large computer that didn't exist before,

FMD stands for

one that you had already paid for.

face - mounted
display, and once
you have the

A dramatic example of how big the P2P model can
get can be seen in the SETT @Home project. SETI
continued on next page

Eye -Trek on, you ar
M ay 2 0 0 1
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continued from p. 69

home site of the Freenet project is

trial Intelligence, and it involves pro-

the Sourceforge.net page. There,

cessing radio-telescope data of

Freenet is described as "interesting"

sounds from deep space. Analyzing

because:

the radio-telescope data requires

• It is almost impossible to forcibly

massive computational resources in
an ongoing cycle. No single university,
or even government project, would
have the resources needed, but what
about a single PC peered with
another and another? To date,
2.3 million volunteers have logged
400,000 years of computing time on
the telescope data.

"Prer -to -peer is the next great thing for the Internet."

remove a file.
• Authors and readers of files can
remain anonymous if they choose
to be.
• Files will be distributed in a way
that is difficult to determine where
information is being stored.
• Anyone can publish on Freenet.
You don't need to buy a domain

Other problems to benefit from
brute -force analysis include testing
the reliability of encryption codes. If a

name or even a permanent Internet connection.
• Files that are more in demand will

code depends on a repetition of trial

move to other sites, and the wider

Peer -to -Peer provides an

and error, a single computer might lit-

distribution will make them easier

overview of P2P technology.

erally take centuries to happen upon

to get.
the flotilla —P2P is as old as the

the right combination to crack it. An
international network of thousands of

Business Applications

machines hammering away will pro-

The benefits of P2P for the science

vide a pretty accurate lab test of the

community seem obvious. And the

already experimenting with modified

codes uncrackability much sooner.

attraction of the system to individu-

P2P networks. The problem for corpo-

als brought up in a social and politi-

rate users is managing the security

cal climate that nurtures individual-

when controls go against the very

could you imagine? Actually, the Inter-

ism over centralized, authoritarian

grain of the peer - to-peer philosophy.

net was originally built on the decen-

control should also be apparent.

Nevertheless, some enterprises are

tralized philosophy that guides P2P

Napster was one of the first ships

modifying the paradigm to take

visible to the public at large, but it

advantage of the unused computing

certainly wasn't the only vessel in

resources, to tap into collected infor-

For the distribution of information,
what better, more efficient network

Internet Redux
Ian Clarke, project coordinator of
Freenet, describes the basic protocol
"Information can be inserted into the
system associated with a 'key' (normally some form of description of the
information such as 'text/philosophy/sun tzu /the art of war'). Later,
anyone else can retrieve the informa-

Separate Yourself
from the crowd...
Become a CMA (Certified
Management Accountant) or CFA
(Certified in Financial Management)
Let Lambers show you how you can
achieve Mesa goals right in your own home!

It is different from the Web in sev-
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exchanges.
To see how some P2P offerings for
business fit current models, go to
www.groove.net (Groove —for online
collaboration) and
www.worldstreet.com (WorldStreet
financial industry). For a complete

CMAIMN RMEW

overview of the technology and its

For information or sample video
CALL 1- 800 - 272 -0707

applications, get a copy of Peer-To-

www.lamberscpa.com

eral ways. The information isn't
stored at fixed locations, and there

and the performance of online

Net peer networking solution —for the

tion using the appropriate key. In this

retrieve a particular document."

In business, there are sectors

improve the distribution of software

respect, it is a little like the World
Wide Web which requires a URL to

Internet itself.

mation all over the Internet, and to

of the network in the following way:

70

4

are no centralized controls. The

stands for the Search for Extraterres-

Peer: Harnessing the Power of Disruptive Technologies, edited by Andy

Circle No. 22

Oram, from O'Reilly®. ■

Karen Sanders

E- Q,uestions/E- Answers

Advice from E -Mail Exchange Members
REIMBURSING FOR LODGING COSTS WHEN EMPLOYEE STAYS WITH RELATIVES
A client has agreed to reimburse fees and expenses for an employee of ours who's
working at the client's site. The employee stays with relatives and submits for reimbursement the average hotel bill for the nights spent with the relatives. What
are your thoughts about this scenario? Does anybody have a policy that covers this
type of a situation that they'd care to share? — Don Haney, Office Administrator,
BDO, Seidman LLP
Prakash Shaw, Livestock Transport & Trading Co., Kuwait
Al . When I was with AMEX the corporate policy
A3. Don, do you have to provide copies of the receipts
stipulated a housing rate for staying with friends and
to the client? We're a government contractor, and our
family. My recollection is not complete, but the amount
travelers are provided with the per diem rates for the deswas around $25 a night. A statement in writing was retination city. We'll reimburse the lodging per diem rate
quired to document the location and period of the stay.
without a receipt. If travelers want to sleep cheap or free
Invoicing a client without the backup would be a serious
and pocket the difference, that's
issue here. If I were your client,
their choice. As long as it doesn't
I'd probably refuse to pay the
interfere with their job performMail ExchangeToday
expense without documentaThe questions and answers above are real ones that
ance, travelers have flexibility as
tion. Having a policy in writing
your
fellow
IMA
members
posted
on
IMA
E
-Mail
Exto their lodging arrangements.
to show the client for the friends
changes. The IMA offers more than 20 E -Mail ExHowever you decide to handle
and family reimbursement
changes
for
members
-13
with
a
focus
on
specific
the current situation, this is an
would ease the process and
industries and the rest focusing on other special inopportunity to develop a new
show that you're not trying to
terests
such
as
international
business,
family
busipolicy and procedures or clarify
take advantage of them. They
ness,
and
certification.
As
a
member
of
an
E
-Mail
the current ones. — Ronald J.
may even have a similar policy
Exchange,
you
can
send
a
question
or
comment
to
Gedeon, CMA, CFM, Cleveland
in place. — Jeff Bray
hundreds
of
colleagues
just
by
posting
a
single
A2. Our business travel policy
Dynacs
message to the group address.
A4. Companies I've worked
allows a fixed reimbursement if
To
learn
more
and
sign
up
for
this
free
member
for would not allow this. Instead,
the staff utilizes a personal resibenefit, log onto the IMA website, www.imanet.ora,
when employees are staying with
dence when traveling. It is apand click on Interest Groups Overview. Get in the loop:
friends or relatives, the compaproximately 50% of the average
Your colleagues are a tremendous online resource.
nies have allowed reimbursehotel charges. Employees really
ment to the employee for taking
appreciate this option. —
May 2 0 0 1
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the host family out to dinner once or
twice (depending on the length of
stay). — Edward B. Mitchell
AS. Nordstrom has a policy that
covers this situation very well. The
policy is "Use good judgment in all
situations! Did the employee use
good judgment in staying with relatives? Sure, it saves money. Did the
employee use good judgment submitting an expense report claiming
the average cost of a hotel in the area
with no apparent pre - approval? No.
Would the company be exercising
good judgment billing the client for
that expense without getting the
client's prior approval? No. I would
take the appropriate disciplinary action against the employee, probably
an oral warning, and refuse to pay
the requested amount. I would then
not bill the client for hotel charges.
— Thom Rose, CMA, Nordstrom

pa i rs th a t were don e i n t h e
m on t h just cl osed.
I' ve suggest ed th at th e per son or der i n g t h e wor k obt a i n
an esti ma t e for i t a nd fi ll out
th e n ecessa r y pa per wor k t o
sen d t o a ccoun t i n g so we
kn ow wh at wor k is t o be
don e. However , fil li ng out
such pa per wor k i s n ot on t h e

ACCOUNTING FOR REPAIRS

pr oduct i on peopl e' s p r i or i t y

On e of t h e pr obl em s we' ve

li st. Our pur ch a si n g person

ha d a t our com pa n y is fi n di n g

oft en h a s t o tr a ck down t h e

out i n adva nce wh a t ser vi ce

per son wh o or d er ed t h e wor k

cost s (repa irs /ma int enan ce)

t o fi n d out wh a t wa s don e.

ar e comi n g t hr ough for a

How do ot h er s h a n dl e t h i s

m on t h so we ca n m a ke t h e

si tuat ion? — Jeremy Slonaker,

appropri a t e a ccr ual s for

Sr. Mgt. Acct., Accupac
Al . We have an accrual just to
cover expenses that we're not aware
of and that are not accrued elsewhere. The balance sheet is OK, but
the expense generally hits a corporate department (misc. expense) instead of the department it should. If
you can live with this little problem,
it works well. The auditors like it because they don't have to search all
over the place trying to find out
where you've hidden your accruals.
— Rick Basinger, Mitchell International, Inc.
A2. What is the materiality of the

m on t h en d, a n d a l so so we
kn ow wh a t our ca sh out fl ows
wi ll be. Our pr oduct i on / m an ufacturi ng an d en gi n eers cal l
our ven dor for r epa i r s but
don 't fi l l out a n y r equi si t ion s
or get a ppr ova ls un t il an in voice com es i n. T h ey don' t
even get cost esti m at es for th e
most pa rt . Oft en aft er we' ve
cl osed t h e books for a m on t h
we r eceive an invoice for re72
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monthly accruals? Can you approximate monthly accruals using another method (such as the budget)? Perhaps you could concentrate your efforts to get this information only at
year -end and use an alternative
method the other 11 months. This
way operation managers won't feel
they're being pursued for nonvalueadded activities and may prove more
helpful with the year -end accruals.
— Bruce W. Johnson, CMA, ITT
Industries, Inc., Cannon Div.
A3. Our management policy is to
have strict control on such expenses.
Only after the GM [general manager] approves the requisition can the
work be outsourced. The person requesting the work must fill out a
requisition form that includes the
estimated amount of the expense
and a price quotation. A copy of the
requisition with the GM's approval
is submitted to the Finance Division
as advance information, then followed by a certificate of work completed and invoice. — Prakash Shaw,
Livestock Transport 6- Trading Co.
A4. We had the same problem
with not knowing what was happening on the shop floor. Our payables
manager instituted the following policy: If she receives an invoice from a
vendor and we don't have a P.O., she
sends the invoice back to the vendor
with a note saying we don't have a
P.O. This forces the vendor to call the
individual who requested the work
be done and ask for a P.O. number.
After a few vendors started calling
back for P.O.s because they wanted
their money, everybody got the
picture. — Gary England, Holland
Neway International
Karen Sanders is editor /director
of IMA's Member Interest Groups.
You can reach her at
ksanders @imanet.orQ.

TRENDS
ALAN LEVINSOHN, EDI'I'OR

End of the Road Nears for Popular
Pooling -of- Interests Merger Accounting
>

THE

(charged to, deducted

FINANCIAL

Accounting Standards

from, earnings). A host of

Board's two -year saga to
eliminate the pooling -of-

circumstances would trigger the need for a good-

interests method of ac-

will- impairment review.
People who provided

counting for mergers and
acquisitions is expected

the FASB with feedback

to end June 2001 with a

in comment letters to

revised set of generally

February's revisions —

acce pt e d accou nt in g

among them members of

principles to take effect

IMA's Financial Report-

the subsequent fiscal

ing Committee—called

quarter. Thereafter, only

on the FASB to: 1) retain
amortization of goodwill

the purchase method of
accounting for mergers
will be allowed.

in February 2001.
The revised proposal

net assets, which often

that loses value, 2) clarify

include intangible assets.

the definition and classes
of intangible assets,

would do more than

At present, companies

the whirling life of the

eliminate one method of

amortize goodwill, annu-

3) provide for more flexi-

project —which took

accounting for acquisi-

ally deducting some of its

ble definitions of operat-

FASB Chairman Edmund

tions in favor of another.

value from income ac-

ing segments whose

L. Jenkins to Capitol Hill

It would overhaul the

cording to a schedule of

goodwill is tested for im-

twice under threat that

current methods for

pairment, 4) liberalize

W

Congress would derail it

recording and eliminat-

years.
The FASB is proposing

the frequency that fair -

U

and cross country to

ing goodwill that now sits

instead that if companies

value assessments must

hold public hearings —

on companies' books

determine their goodwill

be made, and 5) lessen

some compa nies would

from prior acquisitions.

is impaired —that is, if its

the costs of impairment

see earnings rise, rather

Goodwill is the difference

"fair value" is less than

appraisals by allowing

than fall as many initial-

between th e purchase

what is currently report-

book value to be used in

ly had feare d, und er the

price paid for an acquisi-

ed in their public finan-

some circumstances.

FASB's revised rule -

tion and the fair value of

cial reports —it would

the a cqui red compa ny's

need to be written down

In an ironic twist to

change prop osal issued

W

J
J

Z
2

But as the revised rule
proposal was written,
Ma y 2 00 1
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companies whose stock

on the balance sheet.

values and market capi-

That means an acquirer

talizations have slid may

is able to report what it

change, formally called

have bal an ce sh ee ts

earns from the intangible

"Business Combinations

the sole witness on the

with seemingly irrational

assets it bought, but it

and Intangible Assets,"

other side."

levels of goodwill left

doesn't have to amortize

met with vociferous resis-

over from previous ac-

any of the cost of the in-

tance after it was intro-

outside these industries,

quisitions. Their book val-

tangible asset associated

duced in September

argued in te stimon y and

ue would exceed their

with the revenue it may

1999, particularly from

comment letters that

marke t val ue, and good-

help generate (see Strate-

companies that rely on

amortizing an intangible

will may have to be writ-

gic Finance, Ja nuary

acquisitions of companies

asset that gains in value

ten down as "impaired"

2000, "Merger Account-

with a lot of intangible

makes no sense. Jenkins

an d ch ar ged t o e ar ni ngs

ing Magic May Disap-

assets, such as biotech-

evidently agreed.

under the n ew proposed

pear" by Alfred M. King

nology, semiconductor,

rules. On the other hand,

and Neil Kelly).

software, and telecom-

ground that pooling must

munications companies.

go, the FASB chairman

many companie s will

In contrast, the pur-

The proposed rule

(former] CEO of Net scape; plus seven [other]
players. Ed Jenkins was

Other people, even

While holding his

see earnings lifted as the

chase method of ac-

They argued that book-

reportedly said prior to is-

incremental drag from

counting, Jenkins said,

ing acquired assets at

suing the revised rule -

goodwill amortization

"reveals the real cost of

fair market value and

change proposa l that

under prior rules is

the transaction and gives

amortizing them annual-

some intangible assets

abolished.

investors the valuable in-

ly only up to 20 years

clearly do not lose value

formation they need to

would sap the entrepre-

over time. He said that if

Beyond the revised
treatment of goodwill,

make inves tment and

neurial spirit of American

the Board could design a

however, the FASB held

capital allocation

capitalism and short-cir-

rigorous test that compa-
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And that's exactly

Neal Hannon, Editor

I XBRL

Big Plans for XBRL at IMA Annual

Conference in New Orleans
IMARECENTLYANNOUNCEDTHATTHEEXTENSIBLEBUSINESS
Reporting Language (XBRL) will be a featured part of its
Annual Conference in New Orleans next month
(www.imanet.orgi content /Education /AnnualConference/
acinfo.htm ). The schedule for educational seminars calls
for three separate XBRL presentations. The first session
will be a pre- Conference, half -day XBRL seminar on Saturday, June 16, featuring XBRL steering committee
members Liv Watson, Eric Cohen, and me, and Miklos
Vasarhelyi from Rutgers University. The seminar will explore the practical side of XBRL, featuring live demonstrations of XBRL and software tools that will save financial professionals time and money. This seminar is a pre Conference special, free to all Annual Conference
attendees.
The second session will be a technology roundtable
discussion presented Sunday at 10 a.m. This session,
which I will lead, will focus on the variety of ways a company can use XBRL in business reporting. Additional
XBRL experts will be added to the panel at a later date.
The third session will be a 90- minute breakout session
on Monday afternoon titled "Implementing XBRL: Moving into the Fast Lane." The session will feature demonstrations of XBRL in action. Liv Watson, XBRL director
for Edgar Online, Inc., and I will present a balanced report on the issues facing companies electing to implement XBRL. For more details, see IMA's website, located
at www.irnanet.org.

Morgan Stanley Dean Witter
Makes XBRL History
Mark Schnitzer, XBRL steering committee member and
XBRL champion from Morgan Stanley Dean Witter

(MSDW), recently helped his company file a form 10 -K
with the U.S. Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC)
with a special file attached. In addition to the normal
filing, MSDW filed an Exhibit 99 containing a pilot
demonstration of selected MSDW financials in XBRL
(www.freeedgar.com). This is the first official test of
XBRL for filing with the SEC. According to Schnitzer,
the process takes time and planning. Schnitzer added,
"The more SEC XBRL filings that companies make, the
sooner the SEC can address system limitations and
move past the pilot stage into broader adoption." Although the SEC doesn't endorse specific industry initiatives, they have a history of changing to accommodate
industry trends. Electronic filing through the EDGAR
system has been a way of life for all companies since a
phase -in period ended in May 1996. For more
information about the EDGAR system, see
www.sec. og y/edgar /aboutedgar.htm.
Congratulations to Mark Schnitzer and the entire Morgan Stanley Dean Witter team for becoming true XBRL
pioneers. ■
Neal Hannon has been writing and giving seminars
about the Internet since 1996. He developed IMA's
Internet Essentials for Financial Professionals, which
has been delivered 50 times throughout the U.S. He is a
member ofthe IMA's Information Technology Committee.
Hannon has written a book, The Business of the Internet, as well as numerous articles for business magazines.
He joined the XBRL.org steering committee in July 2000
and in August was named IMNs voting representative. In
September, he was appointed co -chair ofXBRL.org's
education committee.
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LEADERSHIP
Leadership. Many have claimed it. One has achieved it.

Robert Half is the leader in specialized financial recruiting, with offices worldwide.

VP, Finaacial,&porting
A healthcare technology company is seeking a qualified candidate
for the position of Vice President of Financial Reporting. The primary responsibility for this key member of the Executive team is to
lead the organization's world -class financial reporting team in all
external and internal reporting activities. The candidate will be
responsible for process improvement and organizational changes
within the Financial Reporting and Accounting Operations groups.
In addition, the VP of Financial Reporting will be a key member of
the Executive team and will have significant input on both strategic
and tactical issues. Position will report to the CFO of the organization. Qualifications and requirments are Big 5 CPA, SEC reporting, prior experience in M&A and consolidations, superior leadership skills and prior senior -level experience in the healthcare
industry. Compensation to $120K plus bonus and options.

Controdler
A privately held marketing consulting firm seeks a degreed
Controller with 7 or more years of accounting and finance experience in the service industry. Responsibilities include month -end
close, budgeting and forecasting and the day -to -day accounting
and finance functions of the company. Position will also help
Senior Management drive the business from a financial perspective. Great benefits package with a salary to $80K.

Assistant Controller
A manufacturing company is seeking an Assistant Controller.
This person will be responsible for financial reporting on the
activity of manufacturing operations and will also be involved
in budgeting/forecasting and in project /job costing. Position is
responsible for variance analysis from labor /production perspective. This is a great opportunity to advance within an international organization. Requires a bachelor's degree in Accounting/
Finance and a minimum of 5 years' accounting experience,
preferably in a manufacturing setting. Job costing experience
would be valuable, as would any knowledge of SAP. CPA certification and supervisory experience are preferred. Salary to $65K.

Tax Manager
International company with 25 years of consecutive sales and
earnings per share records seeks an experienced state tax professional. The ideal candidate will have strong multi -state tax experience since operations span 36 states. Company has an excellent
reputation of promoting from within and provides an excellent
benefits package in a professional environment. Salary to $70K.

Director ofFinance

A multi -unit retail /food company in need of a Director of
Finance is seeking a degreed individual with at least 5 years of
experience in finance and accounting. Position requires strong
supervisory experience and will handle strategic planning, budgeting, forecasting and special projects as needed. Good benefits
package and a salary to $90K.

Risk ManagerlAssistant Treasurer
A dynamic, diversified company in growth industry has an exciting opportunity for a proven Risk Manager /Assistant Treasurer
who is interested in expanding their treasury and risk management experience. Position will serve as the interface with both
domestic and international banks and insurance brokers. Ideal
candidate will have experience in insurance and strengths in
banking relationships or cash management. Requires solid credentials and a sophisticated company background. Salary $80100K DOQ plus bonus.

Senior Accountant
A holding company is seeking a Senior Accountant to work in the
corporate office. Responsibilities include the financial reporting of
3 divisions and participation in the semi -annual internal audit of
each of the subsidiaries in these divisions. Position will support
the finance manager with financial analysis and special projects.
Qualified applicant will have 1+ years of experience in internal
audit or general accounting; CPA is preferred. Successful candidate will have an opportunity to be promoted to a Controller
with the subsidiaries within two years. Salary to $42K.

Divisional Controller,
A premier manufacturer seeks a Divisional Controller due to a
local internal promotion. Requirements include 5+ years of
hands -on experience within a manufacturing environment along
with strong accounting (cost and operational systems) background. Managerial and supervisory experience is a plus;
CPA/CMA preferred. Salary to $75K DOQ + bonus.

Finance Manager
A Finance Manager is needed to develop business risk management tools to improve efficiency and effectiveness. This is a great
opportunity for an individual with outstanding communication
skills and experience in business risk management. Position will
work with senior management of various business units to define
business processes and bring them into alignment with corporate
goals, and then develop methods to measure effectiveness and
efficiency in these processes. Requirements include 8+ years'
experience in a large company environment, extensive experience
in handling complex finance issues that may have division- or
company -wide scope, project management experience and at
least a BS degree in Finance or Accounting..CPA or MBA preferred; Big 5 experience a plus. Salary $80 -100K DOQ.

Staff'Accountant
Manufacturing company is in need of a Staff Accountant.
Position will be actively involved in all facets of the accounting
process. Responsibilities include general ledger, journal entries,
financial statements and inventory. A Bachelor's degree in
Accounting, good knowledge of Excel and 2+ years' experience
working in a manufacturing environment or public accounting
are required. Salary $45 -55K.

Senior Accountant
Full - service mutual fund company is seeking a Senior
Accountant to administer all fund accounting operations.
Position will oversee a group of supervisors and accountants
assigned to a specific mutual fund. Responsibilities include management of all portfolio purchases and sales as well as monitoring
fund expenses, income and corporate changes. The individual
will also produce and calculate a daily Net Asset Value for each
fund. Candidate should possess a strong knowledge of monthly
reconciliation between fund's portfolio holdings. Requirements
include a Bachelor's Degree in Accounting or Finance and 5+
years in mutual fund accounting. Prefer 3+ years in a supervisory
role. Must be able to handle multiple tasks. Proficiency in MS
Word and Excel a plus. Company has an excellent benefit package and offers a salary to $60K.

Controller
Real estate company is looking for a Controller. Ideal candidate
must have 7+ years in management positions involving financial
operations, and a minimum of 2 years' experience in a Big 5
accounting firm is preferred. Strong background in Microsoft
Word, Excel, Novell Group Wise, PowerPoint, Argus, MRI, and
ADP is necessary, along with extensive experience creating Excel
macros. Salary to $11 OK.

Accounting Manager
Leading provider of quality administrative services for self- directed Individual Retirement Accounts and Qualified Retirement
Plans seeks an Accounting Manager. Position will be responsible
for the development, implementation and maintenance of effective accounting systems, policies and procedures, including direction of the financial reporting function and compliance with
GAAP and regulatory requirements. The Accounting Manager
will use professional judgement to apply accounting principals
and company policy to unusual business situations as well as to
provide daily guidance to accounting department staff. Bachelors
Degree in Accounting or related field is required; a CPA is preferred. Excellent benefits and salary to $65K.

Controller
Non -profit organization seeks an experienced Controller who will
be involved in a wide range of accounting and business - related
concerns. This opportunity offers a chance to work for a worthwhile cause in a dynamic and fun environment while participating
in a large international organization. Position reports to CEO and
has five direct reports. Responsibilities include all accounting and
finance functions with the exception of treasury, as well as oversight of special events and restaurant management. Requirements
include 5+ years of applicable accounting experience as well as a 4year or advanced degree in business. A minor in accounting and
non -profit experience are pluses. Benefits and salary to $50K.

Small, personable truck leasing company seeks a Controller.
Individual will be responsible for managing the daily and monthly accounting functions for this privately held business. Duties
include directing a staff of four, managing all month -end close
processes and reviewing account reconciliations. Controller will
also oversee all general ledger maintenance, conduct daily and
monthly reporting, and monitor payroll functions. Ideal candidate will be familiar with fixed asset systems and sales tax reporting. Requirements include 3+ years' experience in an accounting
and managerial position, customer - service orientation, flexibility
and willingness to deal with interruptions throughout the day.
Bachelor's Degree in Accounting preferred; CPA a plus. Benefits
and salary to $55K.

Senior Accountant
An emerging growth technology firm is searching for a qualified
Senior Accountant to join their dynamic team. Duties include
heavy reconciliations, analysis of balance sheet accounts and
preparation of the trial balance at month end. Ideal candidate
will have good computer skills and strong working knowledge of
workpaper preparation. The successful candidate will have a
BS /BA in Accounting and have a minimum of 3 years' experience in the field. This is a high - growth opportunity for the right
individual. Excellent benefits package and salary (commensurate
with experience) to $55K.

Cost Analyst
Multi- million dollar fiber -optic manufacturing firm is searching for a career - motivated Cost Analyst to assume a growth
position on its dynamic team. The successful candidate will
have a BS in Accounting /Finance and at least 4 years' experience in cost analysis and gross profit margin and income
statement analysis in a manufacturing setting. Knowledge of
cost manufacturing standards, fixed asset maintenance and
BPICS accounting software are major pluses. Very competitive
benefits package as well as a base salary (commensurate with
experience) to $50K.

Fixed Asset Acccountant
Publicly held manufacturing company with 1.4 billion in annual
sales has a newly created Fixed Asset Accountant position in the
Corporate Accounting area resulting from significant growth in
the past few years. Responsibilities include total charge of the
U.S. fixed assets and coordination of fixed assets accounting
worldwide. Position will report to the Corporate Accounting
Manager. Ideal candidate will have 2+ years' previous fixed asset
experience and BS in accounting or finance. Good knowledge of
accounting principles, strong communication and people skills,
and strong systems skills required; Oracle a plus. Excellent benefits and salary to the mid -$30's plus bonus.

................................................................................ ...............................

Call now for a FREE copy of the Robert Half 2001 Salary Guide!
For more information on these and other professional opportunities, call Robert Half at 800.474.4253
to be connected directly with your local office, or visit our website at roberthalfcom.
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In Charge of the World
he World Resources Game is an online role playing game where players solve global and

rt h Am er i ca

local problems in a global context. The
Acdons

problems are real, the information resources extensive, and the solutions you offer are judged by
others in interactive forums.

Regions

The World Game is not from Parker Brothers. It

-II view

was designed by R. Buckminster Fuller as a creative
problem - solving tool. The goal of the game, accord-

Tr a d i n g

ing to the futurist, is, "To make the world work for
100% of humanity, in the shortest possible time,

«

through spontaneous cooperation, and without
ecological offense or the disadvantage of anyone."

ra

TO PLAY: Go to the World Game Institute home page at
www.worldgame.org. At the top of the page, click on the
No r t h Am e r i c a Bud get
Total Capital 180 Billion Dollars Total Labor 155 Million People

Global Games, and then select Sample Game. Read, and
then click on the Region Leader headline. Select a region of
the world, and click on it. The central buttons on the
Region Page will take you to history, interior, health, education, and so on. After perusing, click on the Continue but-
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648

798
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13

18

91

234

117 235
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ton. Navigate around the action areas.
Got an outline of the big picture? Now go back to the
home page, click on the Global Games button, select Net
World Game, and on the page that appears next, click on

150

82

How to Play. Be prepared to commit if you want to play.

273

1549 1261 715

91

Ir

42

Any single game lasts a long time, and the problems you
work on are real and difficult. But who said being a world

27

16

IV

leader would be easy?
Problem Name: Obstacles to Economic Union
Description: What was supposed to be a new European Order has devolved into disorder. The Economic Union that
the EC had planned to establish ran into some huge stumbling blocks. The people of Denmark, at a referendum, voted
no when asked if they wanted to join. High interest rates maintained by Germany in order to finance the transition has slowed
investment across Europe. This led to currency devaluations and higher prices in the United Kingdom, Scandinavia, and
Southern Europe.

Solu tion Na me.
Su mmary.
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1 mouse click? Sweet."

OutlookSoft's Everest- is more than just budgeting software. It's
an Internet -based management portal that provides every manager
with analytic information, performance reports, and competitive
analysis - all with a single mouse click. Built to maximize the

power of the Internet, Microsoft@ Excel, and centralized database
technologies, Everest provides revolutionary Web- based, analytic

capabilities unequalled in the industry. The result? Managers with
the information and tools to run their business more effectively.
Vital information at every managers fingertips?
It's Happening.
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or visit us at www.outtooksoft.com

The Web Analytics Company"
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